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Regulators Appear
Firm on EAS Deadline
Suppliers Begin Posting Conformance Declarations
BY LESLIE STIMSON

stations have had to plan to meet a
compliance deadline before all rules

Broadcasters soon will know more
about their responsibilities in imple-

and procedures were in place.
The FCC's Public
Safety &
Homeland Security Bureau has drafted

menting next- generation EAS.
It's an important step given that
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ATLANTA —

•Harry Cole wonders if the FCC's beta
website design indicates that broadcasting is becoming marginalized at the

In the first few months
at his new job as vice president of technical operations at Cox Media Group,
Dave Siegler is beginning to grasp the

INEWSMAKER

commission. — Page 24
•Alan McCall wanted
his Internet radio
operation to be more
than ajukebox.
— Page 26

MINION
Readers talk back about AT&T
Long Lines, Norman Corwin, DXing
3nd more. — Page 37

complexities of overseeing engineering
and technical operations for the group
owner, which includes 71 FM and 15
AM radio stations, 15 television stations
and four metro newspapers.
Siegler, 54, took over the position at
Cox Media Group from Sterling Davis,
who retired at the end of 2010. CMG
is a subsidiary of Cox Enterprises. The
Cox radio and TV technical departments system-wide have approximately
(continued on page 14)
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With its small footprint, the

the E-6 does it all. Its intuitive interface gives

interviews, the SIDEBOARD's tiny

E-1 can be aself-contained

you all the power you need for an on-air or

footprint lets you put it exactly where

console when paired with

production studio.

you need it.

our ip88cb Console Audio
BLADE. It also becomes a
full function station on our
WheatNet-IP AolP Network.

DO A
LOT MORE THAN JUST SCRATCH THE SURFACE(S)...
Let's face it, your console IS your desktop. Wouldn't it make sense to use one that knows
how you work and makes your job not only easier and faster, but better in every way?
Wheatstone's E-6, E-1 and Sideboard control surface consoles do just that.
They're intelligent with virtually limitless routing capabilities, letting you control what's
around you as well as sources in other studios. These are pure " RADIO" inside and
out - not someone's glorified idea of what astarship helm should look like - so you're
immediately at home with their form and function.
Featuring an intuitive layout that never leaves you guessing, as well as smart control
over on- screen functions, these are truly world class consoles, right down to the feel
and reliability of real P+G faders.
So what's behind them? Our WneatNet-IP AolP network - the most powerful, flexible
and fastest AolP network available to broadcast. Self-aware, self- configuring, self- healing
and ten times faster through the ENTIRE network. And they're made right here in the
USA in our New Bern, NC facility! The cost? A whole lot less than you might think.

Download the FREE
white paper "The Technical
Case for the Intelligent
Network" at WheatIP.com
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THE INTELLIGENT NETWORK"
phone 1.252.638-7000 I
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Look for Cap-Ex to Grow This Year
Also at NAB: Licensees Express Concerns Over New Renewal Form
BY LESLIE STIMSON
LAS VEGAS — Crowds are returning
to the city in the desert.
Convention officials pegged attendance to the annual NAB Show at
92,708, an increase of about 5 percent
over last year. More than a quarter —
28 percent — of conference-goers came
from other countries, with 151 nations
represented, according to the National
Association of Broadcasters.
The busy exhibit floors, session
rooms and convention center hallways
bore out the feeling expressed by vendors and engineers that more people are
budgeting to attend some or all of this
annual event.
Vendors said they're actually selling
equipment again at this show, asign of
demand that was pent up over several
years while broadcasters paid down debt
load and put off replacing or upgrading

were FCC policies, spectrum management and NAB's lobbying goals. In the
news at the spring show:

FCC EMPHASIZES
AD DISCRIMINATION POLICY
Broadcasters are worried about how
to comply with achange in Form 303S, the license renewal application for
commercial radio stations. They asked
a regulatory panel how to be sure that
ad sales agreements from agencies and
advertisers don't discriminate on the
basis of race or ethnicity.
This concept has been controversial
and some licensees think the commission is overreaching its authority with
its recent actions.
The first license renewal window
closes June 1. Owners in Maryland,
Virginia, West Virginia and the District

Largest Inventory.
Same Day Shipping.

That's BSW!

as online advertising sources, it must
"exercise due diligence to make sure
those contracts comply with our rules."

The Next Classic

He encouraged broadcasters to "go
to Katz" and other media rep firms to
"make sure their agreements comply."
said Doyle.
Prohibited discriminatory practices
include "no urban/no Spanish" dictates
in which an ad buyer specifically seeks

•Bright hi-end, smooth low
end, perfect for on-air use

to exclude those programming demos.
If it's not possible to verify that an

•Try it, you'll like it

The Electro Voice RE320
sounds great (and so will you).

•Unique dual-voicing
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two response curves
•Elegant black finish
RE320

advertiser doesn't discriminate, Doyle
advised managers to check "no" on the
FCC form to explain to the commission
why the situation is not "an impediment
to renewal."

List $499.95

$299!

The certification covers March 14,
2011 until the filing date of the license
renewal application.
At the end of the show, 23 activist groups wrote to the commission in
support of its actions. "We believe that

broadcast gear from people you trust

5-Pack
Sennheiser Headphones
You ALWAYS need headphones, and there's no
better deal than BSW's 5- pack of Sennheiser
HD- 202. Sealed earcups and great sonic
quality Bulk packed to be landfill-friendly!
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List $ 149.75

only $89!

SAGE EMDeC

800-426-8434
SAGE Alerting System

equipment save for the most pressing
needs.
Equipment sellers said studio projects are picking up as cap-ex is starting to flow a little more freely. While
money allocated to engineering projects
is not at the levels it was before the
recession began in 2008, it is better than
the previous two years, according to
numerous exhibitors.
The majority of radio exhibits were
again in the Central Hall and exhibitors
seemed happy with their placement in the
"center of the action." New this year was
aradio "pit" and anearby pro audio "pit,"
where mini-sessions and demonstrations were done right in the exhibit hall.
The pits officially were called "People
Integrating Technologies and Solutions."
Exhibitors liked the concept and said it
brought traffic into the booths. Also new
this year were booths in the North Hall
about developing technology.
Emergency alerting developments
were a major theme ( see page 1). So

The Time to Buy EAS
Gear is Now
Since time is getting short to upgrade your
EAS gear, make it easy on yourself with the
ultimate nobramer: the Sage Digital ENDEC!
•Easy programming and operation
•6audio inputs, 6serial ports, 5GPIO inputs
•10/100Base-TLAN support
•Total solid-state memory storage
•Plug-in compatibility to support seamless
upgrades ensures full EAS compliance, now
and into the future
DIGITALENDEC
Taking part in the panel The FCC and You,' from left, are Melodie Virtue, partner
with Garvey Schubert Barer; Peter Doyle, FCC Audio Division chief; Margaret Toby,
vice president of regulatory affairs for NBC Universal; and Barbara Kreisman, FCC
Video Division chief. Attorney Jack Goodman, not shown, moderated.

of Columbia are the first to experience
the changes in the renewal form.
FCC Audio Division Chief Peter
Doyle said stations should focus on
how they get their advertising. A station
needs to make sure its own documents
don't discriminate; and if it's using ad
agencies or other third parties, such

strong enforcement will lead to the neardemise of ' no urban' and ' no Spanish'
advertising dictates within two years,"
they wrote. The groups include the
NAACP, the Rainbow Push Coalition
and the National Association of Black
Owned Broadcasters.
(continued on page 6)
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'I Started in Radio When IWas 13 ...'
Radio People Tell Their Stories in Their Own Unique Voices

E

arl Reilly worked in radio and TV in
the Pacific Northwest for 60 years,
with job titles like GM, broker and ad
rep. But techies will recognize kin:
"My life in broadcasting began while
I was living at our family home in
Everett, Wash.," Reilly writes on page 1
of his humor book "According to Earl."
"I became interested in technical
radio. In those days to develop personal
radio equipment you wound your own
coils, assembled parts and build everything from scratch according to acircuit
diagram. I obtained some condensers
and resistors (they were called grid leaks
then) from old, discarded Atwater Kent
battery radios.
"My first one-tube radio was powered by Burgess dry cell batteries. I
strung acopper wire from my bedroom
to aneighbor's tree. With my earphones
Iwas able to hear shortwave stations
from all over the world. It was athrill
to hear Big Ben strike on the hour from
London's BBC Radio."
Reilly proceeds to offer us "untold
humorous stories and bloopers from
early radio and TV" including anecdotes
about building an amateur radio rig in a
tiny room at the YMCA; his brief stint as
chief engineer at KRKO; his air persona
as "Spike Hogan" at KXA; his decision
to take asales job at KING in 1952; his
move into television and the rep biz.
Autobiographical books like Reilly's
show up often at Radio World. Ienjoy
telling you about them.
Please understand something: These
aren't likely to be Pulitzer Prize winners. They won't bolt you into your sofa
for weeks as agreat David McCullough

tory lover after you've zipped through it
in one sitting. And it would be apleasant
sitting, given Reilly's technical chops
and fearlessness about looking silly. (The
three dozen photos include afew doozies
including "the infamous office rock" and
one of Earl with George the dead elk.)
"According to Earl" is an unpretentious piece of personal broadcast history, alightweight paperback from aguy
who doesn't take himself too seriously.
Find it at the NAB Store or online retailers like Amazon and Barnes & Noble.
Retail: $ 12.95.

N

ot apersonal recounting, but reflective of a personal love affair, is

or Laura Hillenbrand story would. They
don't arrive gorgeously bound. The
spacing of text might be streeeeeetched
just to fill space; the editing might be
iffy. Some look amateurish.
Isay all this because Iwant you to
know what you're getting if you buy
some of the books I mention. But if
you love to sit around and "talk radio,"
such books will appeal regardless. You
probably don't care whether they are
thick or pretty. Their stories offer us a
slice of what radio looks like, or looked
like, through the eyes of peers. They let
us "sit down with acolleague" and pass
pleasant time.
Reilly's is agood example. It consists
of only 100 pages of spacious text; you
can hand the book to another radio his-

FROM THE

EDITOR
Paul McLane
Donna Halper's book on Boston radio.
It isn't much thicker than Reilly's but
is jammed, front to back, with fabulous
photos. Imentioned it on RW's blog and
share it here.
The "Images of America" series from
Arcadia Publishing explore aspects of
local U.S. history through great
archival photos.
.STON RADIO
Iwrote in 2008,
1920-20h.,
"If
Arcadia
knows
what's
good for it, the
company would

Eunice Randall, Boston's first female announcer, is shown in 1921 at the AMRAD studio.

Electronics Research, Inc. delivers innovative,
high- quality, integrated solutions for
broadcasters around the world and across the
spectrum. When planning your next broadcast
system call us toll- free at 877 ERI-LINE or visit us
online at www.eriinc.com.
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'I Staled in Radio When I
Was 13
News Roundup

4
5, 10, 16

launch afull series of radio station history books in the mold of this WLS title.
They'd have ahit."
Maybe the publisher was listening,
Idon't know; but here comes Halper,
who takes readers from Boston radio's
formative years and the ensuing Golden
Age, right up to the " Internet age." There
are pix and stories about WBZ, the
Yankee News Service, Arnie Ginsburg
(that's "Woo Woo" on the cover), Curt
Gowdy and pioneering 1XE, later WGI,
the "AMRAD" station. And more.
The book of black-and-white photos
retails for $21.99; you can find out more
about it and search for other radio titles
at www.arcadiapublishing.com.

B riefly, afew other notables:
"The New DXer's Handbook" —
Here's a free PDF about the basics of
successful DXing. Download it at http:II
cbc-code.orgInewdxer.pdf. Material is by
Bryce K. Anderson, K7UA, based on
work for the membership of the Utah DX
Association, of which he was president.
Nat,mal
Broadband Map

VII. 'RES
Workbench: Control Genset Speed
Inexpensively

18

Why IPv6 Matters to Your Station 22

.i7›1 JOURNAL
'B' Is for Beta (and Broadcasting) ..

24

Big D Country: Localized Internet
Radio

26

"Radio Survives and Thrives" —
Described as a history of Kentucky
broadcasting from 1945-1970, this
isn't really abook, it's more achapter,
and ashort one, at that. In fact author
Kenneth D. MacHarg originally wrote
the material for use in a larger work.
He penned it in 1996 and wanted to
disseminate it now for folks interested
in the Kentucky subject matter. This
is very short; you will wish for more,
given the promise of the title. It lists
for $8.99 and can be purchased at www.
createspace.com, or $4.99 in Kindle
edition at Amazon.

Learn the Art of Successful
E- Letters

28
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Call It Home Sweet Studio
Marketplace
VVno's Buying What

30
31, 32
34
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31

37 -38

"Public Radio Resource Guide"
— The Public Radio Satellite System
recently updated an online handbook
that provides resources for public stations, producers and vendors. PRSS
promises this is "more robust than aprevious print version." The organization
used to publish a "Producers Resource
Guide" but stopped eight years ago.
Find the guide to technology, training,
resources, funding and conferences at
www.prss.org.
"Vox Populi" — Seven hundred
pages of Bill O'Shaughnessy: his radio
interviews, podium remarks, tributes to
fallen friends and print editorials. The
Whitney Radio owner is known as a
First Amendment defender; he's also a
raconteur, a backslapping affable guy.
This is his fourth collection and it's
perfect for reading for 10 minutes each
night. You won't be disappointed when
this $ 35 hardback lands heavily on your
desk. (And of course there's lots of
Mario Cuomo.) Published by Fordham
University Press.

NEWSROUNDUP
TRANSLATORS: The Amherst Alliance, amedia reform advocacy group and
LPFM proponent, asked the FCC to allow locally-originated programming on
FM translators. In apetition for rulemaking, the group says the time is ripe
now that so many satellite-fed FM translators are on the air, and with more
groups seeking such licenses.
"Originally, translators were authorized as tools for filling geographical
gaps in alocal radio station's coverage," wrote President Don Schellhardt.
"However, with the emergence of satellite technology and 'string-along'
transmitter siting, translators have often become the exact opposite of what
was originally intended. Many of them have become outposts in regional
and national broadcasting networks." Allowing translators to originate local
programming would "convert" those that are not local to alocal programming outlet for at least part of the day, he argues.
The group also proposes that existing satellite-fed FM translators and
existing satellite-fed LPFMs should be placed into anew, lower priority
"Auxiliary" Secondary Service, except when such stations have agreed
to ramp up, over two years, to eight hours per day of locally originated
programming. Those satellite-fed FM translators and satellite-fed LPFMs
that do ramp up would receive full Secondary Service Status; stations
that remain fully or mostly non-local would slip into anewly established
Auxiliary Secondary Service Status, allowing them to be displaced by
locally-oriented translators or locally-oriented LPFMs, proposes Amherst.
The petition is the third of three addressing implementation of the Local
Community Radio Act.

Good
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tinny laptop speakers or poorly encoded MPs...
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NAB SHOW
(continued from page 6)

GENACHOWSKI FOCUSES
ON SPECTRUM AUCTIONS
For his second address to an NAB
spring show, FCC Chairman Julius
Genachowski delivered aspeech similar
to last year's and stayed on one topic:
auctioning off some of the UHF spectrum television broadcasters have been
using for decades, to benefit mobile
broadband and relieve a coming spectrum crunch.
He proposes "voluntary incentive
auctions" in which TV stations that
agree to give up all or part of their UHF
spectrum would share in the proceeds
when that spectrum is auctioned. Bills
allowing such auctions are pending in
the House and Senate. Genachowski
says the idea has momentum.
While there are legitimate issues to be
discussed, he said, some opposition to
his idea amounts merely to distraction.
"Some have argued there's no spectrum crunch, but the data couldn't be
clearer," Genachowski said. The agency's baseline spectrum inventory found
that "there's no big swath of spectrum
hidden in awarehouse somewhere."
Many broadcasters don't believe a

FCC Chairman Julius Genachowski
stayed on topic, emphasizing the
importance of auctioning television
spectrum to gain more of that precious
commodity for mobile broadband and
relieve a coming spectrum crunch.

spectrum crisis is looming.
NAB wants the commission to conduct a thorough spectrum inventory,
detailing who has what spectrum and
whether they're using it efficiently
or hoarding it, as broadcasters suspect some users are. One engineer
who supports the NAB's position told
Radio World that simply publishing
a list of spectrum users, which the
FCC has done, doesn't go far enough.
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Genachowski said no station would
be forced to take part in auctions or to
move from UHF to VHF unwillingly.
However, broadcasters would not be
guaranteed the right to stay on their
current channels. Any who choose not
to participate in the auctions would be
compensated for the cost of moving.
He said "it would be unprecedented
for any one broadcaster to keep his
channel position no matter what and
unfair to other auction participants. ...
We need to free up more spectrum for
mobile broadband, and there are no easy
reallocations ahead of us."
Indeed, the chairman and commission officials are now talking about the
necessity of repacking UHF television
channels to make more efficient use
of that spectrum now that television's
transition to digital is mostly complete.
Broadcasters say there are costs
involved with moving beyond technical ones, such as community outreach
to publicize amove; they wonder who
would pay those costs. They also fear
that the government would underestimate the expense of moving.
Genachowski believes consumer
service disruptions would be minimal
because the DTV transition allowed stations to move to new frequencies without changing virtual channels.
The chairman said he would be
"straight and fair and focused on problem-solving" going forward. "Iask the
same of you."
Radio engineers
and
vendors
approached about how the spectrum
auction/repacking issue might affect
radio said our industry doesn't have
enough spectrum, or the right kind, to be
considered valuable to transmit video.
However, any potential repacking raises
interference concerns for noncommercial broadcasters, especially if new television stations are placed on Channels
5and 6.

log to digital, he said. "We spent these
billions because we knew we needed to
remain relevant to new generations,"
he said. "Now, less than two years
later, wireless companies want another
40 percent of TV spectrum. Hey...we
already gave at the office!"
He described the industry as being in
full battle mode to protect broadcasters
from being forced to give up spectrum
involuntarily.
"If astation simply can't make it and
it volunteers to sell its spectrum, that's
fine — as long as it doesn't harm another
station that wants to stay in business and
is excited about the future," said Smith.
"The problem is that what is voluntary for the former could become involuntary for the latter. It concerns us that
the FCC could forcibly relocate abroadcaster, crowd channels closer together,
reduce their coverage, destroy innovation for viewers, increase interference or
otherwise degrade their signal."
For more of his keynote, see Radio
World's May 4issue, page 44.

COOLEY: CARS NEED SAME
DATA ' PIPE' AS HOMES
CNET Senior Commentator Brian
Cooley says three technical innovations
— smartphones, tablets and connected
cars — can help radio reach new audiences and better serve existing listeners.
Cooley predicts the next big thing
in consumer electronics after the age of
(continued on page 10)
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Enough with the talk of a looming spectrum crisis already, said NAB
President/CEO Gordon Smith.
He said in his keynote that while
wireless carriers are warning of aspectrum crisis, there's "more spectrum allocated to mobile broadband than there is
capital to deploy it."
NAB wants the commission to commission athorough spectrum inventory
before going ahead with any voluntary
spectrum auction plan for television.
Less than two years ago, broadcasters
gave up more than 25 percent of television spectrum and spent atotal of more
than $ 15 billion transitioning from ana-

3
CNET Senior Commentator Brian Cooley
says three technical innovations — smartphones, tablets and connected cars — can
help radio reach new audiences and better
serve existing ones.
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NAB SHOW
(continued from page 8)

the PC will be tablets. He was quick to
reassure attendees of the radio luncheon
that he's not declaring the personal computer dead but rather looking beyond the
device.
Another big thing is the "connected
car," which is a reality, not a distant
concept. said Cooley. Right now, when
we as consumers leave our homes, we're
leaving arich media environment, while
in the car we face a "connected ghetto."
Vehicles need the same pipeline capacity as our homes have, he said.
Cooley noted that automakers like
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FRITTS RECEIVES

will be felt for decades to come."
Fritts said he was " fortunate to have

SERVICE AWARD

an NAB professional staff far more
talented than 1
- and he shared the credit

Former NAB President/CEO Eddie

with them.
NAB was founded in 1922 over the
issue of copyrights and music. Fritts said.
"Here we are some 89 years later and

Fritts was honored with NAB's Distinguished Service Award for " his leadership in securing avariety of public policy
victories that helped sustain broadcast-

the issue of aperformers' royalty is again
under consideration." In the world of
Washington, there are no final victories

ing's future during an era of intense
competition and unprecedented change,"
according to the association.
Fritts was president of the association

and no final defeats, he said. Smith " won
his first battle on that issue, but to win the
war, he will need the entire industry pull-

for 23 years. from 1982 to 2005. Smith
praised Fritts as someone who " for more
than two decades ... carried the ban-

ing together," according to Fritts.

ner for free and local broadcasting on
Capitol Hill with integrity and distinc-

Fritts now heads a government relations firm, The Fritts Group, whose clients

hands- free entertainment systems. These
systems won't just serve a " niche" audi-

tion. Eddie helped put NAB on the map
as an advocacy force in Washington,
and his accomplishments on behalf of
radio and television stations — and the

and now runs agovernment relations

include NAB. CBS and Motorola.
Upcoming: Radio World " Cool Stuff'
Award winners, HD Radio news from
the show and highlights from the Public

ence, he predicted.

listeners and viewers that we serve —

firm, the Fritts Group.

Radio Engineering Conference.

Ford, BMW, Toyota and Chevy have
debuted or improved their connected

NEWSROUNDUP
METRO HAND-OFF: Metro Traffic is now part of
Clear Channel Communications. Westwood One
wants to focus on " expanding its core network
radio business" and has sold its Metro division to
Clear Channel Acquisition LLC. Part of the money
it gets will help it pay down debt. VVWO says the
deal strengthens its balance sheet and positions it
for organic growth and/or mergers and acquisition
activity. The price was not announced.
STREAMING VS. FM CHIPS: Emmis President/CEO
Jeff Smulyan defended NAB's campaign push for FM
radio in cell phones.
He replied publicly to programming consultant
Mark Ramsey, who called the campaign weak and
an attempt to spark consumer interest in the feature. Ramsey echoes the wireless industry, CEA and
now the RIAA, who say consumers don't necessarily
want to listen to radio on their cellphones.
Smulyan, who's been fighting on this topic for
years on behalf of NAB, says cell power grids fail
in emergencies while radio stations stay on the air
with back-up generators.
The debate also morphed into adiscussion of the
value of streaming to astation. Ramsey asks whether NAB knows that streaming makes radio content
available to mobile devices already. Smulyan counters that streaming is expensive. At KPWR(FM), Los
Angeles for example, annual electric costs to operate the transmitter are $ 39,500, which does not
change if the station serves one person or all 16
million within the reach of its signal. If KPWR took
down its transmitter and " tried to reach every person we currently reach through streaming, our cost
to disseminate the signal would be nearly $ 1million
per year," said Smulyan.
Ramsey countered that some broadcasters are
making money by streaming. " We have to stop seeing the world in broadcast- colored hues and start
seeing it the way consumers do."
IOkO
Despite devastation caused by tornadoes
in late April, many stations in Alabama, Mississippi,

Eddie Fritts headed NAB for 23 years

Arkansas, North Carolina and other affected areas
remained on the air to provide emergency information. They continued to air vital information and
organize fundraisers and other relief efforts to help
storm victims. NAB President/CEO Gordon Smith
said radio provided breaking news coverage in the

TOWER FINE FOR KNX: The FCC proposed a $ 10,000
fine against CBS Communications for adark top beacon light atop atower for KNX(AM), Torrance, Calif.
The commission said an employee in its Los
Angeles field office noticed the light was not lit one
evening last May at 11:20 p.m. The commission con-

affected areas and applauded stations for " galvanizing relief efforts." He made the point that during acrisis, local broadcasters' " are a reliable first
informer in providing emergency weather coverage
that saves lives." Amateur radio helped storm victims as well, providing communications support and
real-time weather observations, according to the

tacted the FAA to determine if the outage had been
reported and found it wasn't; the FCC then requested a Notice to Airmen, or NOTAM. The top beacon

Amateur Radio Relay League. Radio's conduct during the storms and ability to stay on the air is likely
to be cited in support of NAB's efforts to get wireless carriers to activate FM chips in cellphones.
CHANNEL IEASES Sirius XM leased atotal of 13
channels to third parties. The commission made
the set- aside channels acondition before it agreed
to the merger of the satellite radio companies in
2008. There will be four urban channels, six Spanish,
two Mormon and one Korean. Licensees/program-

was also dark the next night. The same Los Angeles
agent later inspected the KNX tower inspection logs
and found aNOTAM was filed on May 18, 2010,
five days after the commission agent noticed the
outage. A CBS engineer called the Los Angeles field
agent and said the light had been repaired, and also
acknowledged that the person who monitored the
tower lights for outages " apparently did not notice
every outage evident in the system," according to
the commission report.
The FCC said failure to maintain required lighting
on the tower created apotential air navigation hazard; it proposed a $ 10,000 fine, which CBS can appeal.
In addition to the proposed penalty, it told CBS to certify in writing that the tower is now in compliance.

mers include Howard University's WHUR(FM)
in Washington, Brigham Young University's

LAY BRICKS National Religious Broadcasters General

KBYU(FM) in Salt Lake City, Eventus/National Latino
Broadcasting, WorldBand Media and KTV Radio.

Counsel Craig Parshall had afew things to say about

Nt CEt CONFERENCE Registration is open for
the radio conference organized by the National
Federation of Community Broadcasters taking place
June 1-4 in
San Francisco.
Several essions
are devoted to
fundraising in
the challenging
economic environment; other topics are music licensThe 36th Annual Community Radio Conference
June 1-4. 2011 • San

FrArle..-0

the U.S. government. Parshall, also NRB's senior vice
president, wrote in anewsletter about decisions that
hurt the funding and operation of religious organizations. President Obama made the list for abudget
proposal to limit donations being written off of federal tax returns of high-earning individuals. Parshall
points to data suggesting this would lead to a4.8
percent drop in giving, roughly $ 3.87 billion. He criticized the Supreme Court for adecision to strike down
litigation against an Arizona law meant to stimulate
contributions to private schools. Parshall believes the

ing, audience research and community engagement.

program MI diminishing funding for Christian groups
involved in " alcohol and rehabilitation facilities, coun-

Technical session topics include content management systems, live remotes and mobile presence.

seling, primary and secondary education and medical
services." And he criticized Iowa Sen. Charles Grassley

There's also achance to talk to personnel from the
Public Radio Satellite System and ContentDepot

for suggestions about restrictions on religious nonprofits. "The mood of some leaders appears to be an
unhappy willingness to throw stones at them rather
than to help them lay bricks," Parshall wrote.

users about the new PRSS receivers due to arrive in
May. To register, go to: www.nfcb.org.

THE ALL NEW GUEST MODULE Tm GM2X6 TALK SHOW CONTROL SURFACE

SIMPLE ON THE OUTSIDE, POWERFUL ON THE INSIDE

POWERFUL GUEST MANAGEMENT
Introducing a modular family of talk 'show system
components, JK Audio presents apowerful, easy-touse system that your staff will love. With operation so
simple your entire crew can learn its features without
even cracking open the user guide.
The heart of the system is the new CorciergeTM 2x6
Switch Core, which routes six incoming phone lines
to the JK Audio innkeeper Irx or innkeeper 2Digital
Hybrids. Concierge adds hold audio ir put, auxiliary
phone integration, and intuitive call control. Need
more lines? Two Concierge switch cores can be
bridged together into a 12 line system.
Up to eight Guest Module control su -faces can be
added to provide remote control over CATS cable.

tou. FREE: 800.552.8346 i[i 815.786.2929 www.jkaudio.com

Guest Modules are hot swappable without losing
calls, anc cre available in GM1x6, GM2x6, and
GM] xI2desktop and rack mount models.
Already owl ai innkeeper? A firmware upgrade is
all that is required to make most older model INN] rx
and INN2 yb-ids compatible with this new system
while enFarcing caller audio quality.

• • !,:-.•z

I• Auden

nIMMIF
Above Concierge Swiech Core shown with our innkeeper lrx Digital Hybrid

JK Audio
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EAS
(continued from page 1)
a rulemaking aimed at changing Part
11 procedures to allow for Common
Alerting Protocol delivery of next-generation EAS, according to bureau chief
Jamie Barnett. He said at the spring
NAB Show that he hoped the proposal
would circulate among commissioners
soon. Stations are anxious to see it and
submit comments to the agency.
CAP-compliant
EAS
encoders/
decoders must be purchased, installed
and operational by the end of September
— unless the commission again extends
the deadline. But such an extension
seems unlikely based on comments by
agency officials during an EAS session
at the convention.
Regulators and broadcasters "may
not be 100 percent ready" by the Sept.
30 deadline, yet the transition needs
to proceed, said Wade Witmer, deputy division director of the Integrated
Public Alert and Warning System for
the Federal Emergency Management
Agency.
He concurred with Sage Alerting
Systems President Harold Price, who
said that no matter what deadline is
established, some stations would delay
buying CAP-compliant EAS encoders/
decoders. Price also reiterated comments that the industry's supply channel
is up to its task at hand.
"It's not true that manufacturers can't
make the boxes fast enough," Price said.
"There is a conformance test. Some
manufacturers have passed that. A lot of
broadcasters had it in the budget.
"With the last extension, stations
decided to wait. If you delay another
year, people will wait to buy equipment."
Numerous radio stations and groups
are still in the process of deciding which
EAS products to adopt, leading to the
likelihood of more big purchasing decisions and price haggling between suppliers and users this spring.
Randy Woods of WPOZ(FM),
Orlando, Ha., a Primary Entry Point
station, said the required outlay is not
onerous. "This is a $2,000 device." He
said WPOZ is one of dozens of PEP
outlets that must have aCAP-compliant
EAS encoder/decoder. "Broadcasters
have known about this for years. Let
the September deadline roll. Let the

Ma.
IMP..

me

mown..

e

High Power
Solid State FM

txt

'AR\
Antwane Johnson, left, division director and program manager for FEMA's IPAWS
office, and Gregory Cooke, associate chief of the Policy Division in the FCC Public
Safety and Homeland Security Bureau.
chips fall. EAS consultant and broadcast engineer Richard Rudman questioned
whether Sept. 30 deadline should be a
hard deadline. He wondered if it gives
enough time to broadcasters as well as
EAS message originators, which typically are local governments.
"I'm finding out some state alerting
groups don't exist anymore," he said. In
any given state with anew governor and
little to no money for emergency planning, that is aproblem, he said. Local
originators new to alerting, he added,
will need "lots of training."
TRAINING
FEMA will require that emergency
alert originators take training before
accessing its Integrated Public Alert and
Warning System to deliver nextgen
EAS alerts using the Common Alerting
Protocol, according to Damon Penn,
assistant administrator for National
Continuity Programs at FEMA.
The FEMA Emergency Management
Institute will conduct the mandatory
training in the same manner as other
National Incident Management System
courses that first responders must complete.
"This is welcome news for broadcasters, who have long wanted greater
visibility for EAS among first responders," according to broadcast engineer
Gary Timm. He retired from Journal's
WTMJ(AM) in Milwaukee last year and
is now an engineering consultant active
in EAS.
FEMA also has been beefing up
PEP stations in anticipation of migrating to nextgen EAS, in an effort to
reach 90 percent of the U.S. population directly in an emergency. A PEP
station is the president's gateway to
the broadcast community to transmit
a presidential message; those stations
have special equipment designed to
interrupt the broadcast stream, accord-

ing to Antwane Johnson, division director and program manager for FEMA's
IPAWS office.
"They are structured to survive in
all-hazard conditions" as well as "operate for 60 days without a broadcast

May 18, 2011

He reassured broadcasters who worry
about being fined for mistakes during
the national test. "We're not looking for
enforcement actions. We're looking to
make sure the system works."
The FEMA booth at the NAB Show
again demonstrated that Common
Alerting Protocol-delivered EAS messages can be generated, transported
and broadcast in various ways. There
are two satellite delivery systems for
CAP messages, and both RDS and HD
Radio text can be used for enhanced
alert delivery to the radio audience.
FEMA conducted EAS workshops at
the convention.
In the weeks after NAB, equipment
makers announced the progress of their
"conformance declarations" through the
regulatory bureaucracy.
Digital Alert Systems'
Senior
Director of Strategy, Development and
Regulatory Affairs Ed Czarnecki said,
"IPAWS CAPconformant vendors are
finally beginning to be listed on the
FEMA Responders Knowledge Base
website." FEMA earlier began notifying
manufacturers whose equipment passed

FEMA will require that emergency alert originators are trained before they can
access the Integrated Public Alert and Warning System to deliver next gen EAS
alerts using the Common Alerting Protocol. It conducted EAS-CAP workshops for
broadcasters at the NAB Show.
infrastructure to support them," he said.
A dozen PEP stations have been
added recently to the 36 already in
place. Nineteen more are scheduled to
be added by the end of the year, said
Johnson, while 13 "legacy" PEP stations
are slated for improvement.
The commission also is prepping for
anational test of the CAP-EAS; the date
has not been set. The FCC's Barnett
said broadcasters will have at least two
months' notice before the national test.
"We want to do preview testing" as well
as post-test analysis, he said.

its Conformity Assessment testing.
Harold Price of Sage stated of the
Conformity
Assessment
program,
"FEMA has now completed another
milestone on the way to the CAP rollout,
by providing anon-partisan mechanism
for manufacturers to show conformance,
and away for buyers to get confidence
that the equipment they've purchased is
suitable for use with CAP."
Broadcasters can find copies of
IPAWS Conformity Assessment Program Test Reports at www.rkb.us under
the "Certifications & Declarations" tab.

INow that we've got your attention...
What's better th2n anew studio full of great- looking, greatworking, cost- saving Axia IP consoles? How about anew
talkshow system from Telos, the broadcast phone expert;
— for free?
Everyone knows Telos phones are cream of the crop. Anc
when they integrate with Axia's popular Element consoles,
you get spectacular caller audio plus phone controls righl
in the board,

so

talent's attention is always on the console.

Which means smoother shows, with fantastic phones.
How can we make this even sweeter? With our NAB Special:

Deal #2: Buy 4Axia Element consoles...

for alimited time, buy Axia consoles and we'll give you a
matching Telos phone system at no extra cost. As in, free.
Deal # 1: Building asmall studio? Buy two Axia Element
consoles — any size — and we'll give you a12- line Telos Nx12
system, with Desktop Director phone set and Assistant
Producer screener software. That's a$5,295.00 value.
Deal #2: Bigger studios earn you an even bigger deal! Buy
four Element consoles — any size — and you'll get the hot new
Telos VX broadcast VolP system everyone's talking about.

...get aTelos VX VolP system!

That's aVX Engine that can handle up to 50 phone lines, two
VSet12 phone controllers, and VX Producer software. That's
acomplete package worth $10,480.00 in goodies, gratis
How long will this deal last? Frankly, we don't know. But you

a

should probably snap it up before someone comes to their
senses. Oh, and even though it's our " NAB Special," you
don't have to come to NAB to get it — just call us!

Broadcasters
-c-ei-.t General Store

www. bg s. cc

1-352-G22-7100
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NEWSROUNDUP

engineer in Pellissippi State Community
College's Educational Technology Services
department in Knoxville, Tenn. According

strides. The cycles are changing fast

ENGINEERING MAJOR THREATENED The

and faster and shortening. To remain
competitive we have to keep up. -

Society of Broadcast Engineers Chapter 40 (San
Francisco area) sent a letter to the Board of
Trustees of Napa Valley College in Napa, Calif.

to an obituary from vvvvwsmithmortuary.
corn, Brown received an electrical engi-

(continued from page 14)

The question he raises is where
fits into all of the new consumer
tronic technology.
"There are aton of new devices
tablets to iPads. It's important that

radio
elec-

regarding the school's plan to eliminate the
Broadcast Television Engineering Technology
major. The chapter said that doing away with
the major would be counterproductive.

from
radio

play apart of the adoption process. That
said, the majority of radio listening will
always be done in the car. Siegler,
born
and
raised

neering degree from Purdue University
and worked for IBM in Florida. When he
retired, he moved to Maryville, where he
helped to establish WLHR at East Maryville
Baptist Church and played acritical role
in production and operation work at the
Broadway Baptist Church's TV Ministry.

Marvin Brown
SBE HONORS BATTISON: John Battison
NALI & BRICGES: NAB is awarding
founded the Society of Broadcast Engineers in the early
actor Jeff Bridges this year's Service to
1960s; now the SBE is honoring him in return. The society
America Leadership Award. Given by the
announced at its spring membership meeting that the SBE
NAB Education Foundation, the honor
Lifetime Achievement Award will be renamed the SBE
recognizes people and groups who work
John H. Battison Award for Lifetime Achievement. Battison
to improve lives of others through public
received that award in 2006. He also has been honored with
service. Bridges' contributions include his
NAB's Radio Engineering Achievement Award.
work to end hunger among children in

in

Jacksonville. Fla., was an electronics
tinkerer as a kid. He did ashort stint as
what he described as a " technical jock at an AM station in Jacksonville one
summer while in high school.
"I helped with technical operations
and engineering and soon realized I'm

NEW SBE FELLOWS: Chuck Kelly, Arthur Lebermann and
Barry Thomas were elected SBE Fellows. Kelly is director of

better off not on mie," he said.
Siegler began his full-time technical
career in 1991 at PGA Tour Productions
as a maintenance engineer before joining WJXT(TV) in Jacksonville, also as
a maintenance engineer. TV broadcast
engineering stops along the way have

international sales for Nautel. He is a past national president of the SBE and current chair of the SBE International

America as founder of the End Hunger
Network, and as anational spokesperson for Share our Strength's No Kid
Hungry campaign. The NAB honor will
be presented during the Celebration of

Jeff Bridges

Committee. Lebermann is transmitter supervisor of
KGO(AM), KSFO(AM) and KMKY(AM) in the San Francisco
Bay area. He is chair of SBE Chapter 40. Thomas is Lincoln

Service to America event in Washington, June 6.

Financial Media's corporate vice president of engineering

FCC COMMUNICATION STAFF: Tammy Sun, acommu-

included stations in Miami. Detroit.
Atlanta and Charlotte, N.C.

for radio and immediate past president of the SBE.

nications agency executive, has been named FCC communications director, while Neil Grace of PR firm Burson-

In taking over from Sterling Davis,
Siegler said, "They are definitely big
shoes, or boots to fill. He has positioned our engineering group well for
the future and I'm humbled to carry that
lOrward.
"My view is to look ahead and not
back as we face many challenges both
in the industry and as amedia business.

COLLEGE SALES: College Broadcasters Inc. encouraged
student radio stations to broadcast 60 seconds of dead air
on April 28 to bring attention to what it sees as arising
number of sales of college stations. CBI's website (
wwwcbi.
org) contains alist of student stations that have been sold or
transferred to non-student organizations. CBI feels the loss
of student stations will have a " deep impact" on localism in

Marsteller is the new the new press secretary to Chairman
Julius Genachowski. Sun, founder and CEO of New York
strategic communications agency Let it Shine Inc., began

broadcasting, and that those who benefit greatly from their
existence, including alumni, commercial broadcasters and
the music industry, won't realize this until it's too late.

While his and my personalities are very
similar. Itake a fresh approach at these
challenges. Siegler and his wife. Sally, are looking for a home in the Atlanta area. The

directing FCC communications as of April 29. She has also
been deputy communications director for the William J.
Clinton Foundation, press secretary for the Democratic
Leadership Council and spokesperson for Sen. Joe
Lieberman's 2006 reelection campaign. David Fiske, who
had been director of the Office of Media Relations, now

WLHR(LP) ENGINEER DIES Marvin Brown, broadcast
engineer for WLHR(LP) in Maryville, Tenn., died in an auto-

becomes deputy director and retains his same duties, he
confirmed to Radio World. Grace began his new position
May 2. He replaces Jen Howard, who left as the chairman's
press secretary in January. Robert Kenney had been acting

mobile accident in April. The 72-year-old was a broadcast

press secretary in the interim, but recently left the agency.

couple has one grown son.

MEET SAM...A
WAY TO MONITOR AUDIO
LEVELS, BALANCE AND PHASE

When it comes to audio, aquick,
accurate and intuitive way to know
what's happening is essential for a
successful result. That's where SAM
comes in.
The Stereo Audio Monitor (SAM) is astereo level and phase meter that incorporates
Single Stereo Dispay* technology. SAM provides avisual indication of the levels and phase
relationships of astereo audio signal.The unit indicates the usual Left and Right channel
levels, and also displays the Sum and Difference components of the stereo signal.

LEFF GREEN
RK3HT
RED

-6

5

SAM's dual tri colored Single Stereo Displays show this information in an intuitive and
easy-to-comprehend format. Both analog and AES/EBU digital signals can be monitored
with SAM. Its compact size allows monitoring three stereo audio sources in only iRU of
your valuable rack space.

4 .3

STEREO
AUDIO MONITOR

Slip SAM into your audio chain and see what you've been missing.
11,
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GREEN

SOLUTIONS.
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(*Patent pending)

DIGITAL SOLUTIONS. ANALOG SOLUTIONS. FUNCTIONAL. RELIABLE. AFFORDABLE.
Visit www.henryeng.com for all of Henry's solutions!

Henry Engineering • 503 Key Vista Drive, • Sierra Madre, CA 91024 USA • "P626.355.3656 • F: 626.355 oon • email: Info@henryeng.com

OMNIA.9 ALL YOU CAN IMAGINE.
• Exclusive

-Undo"

technology:

a source

declipping

algorithm,

and

program-adaptive

multiband

expander

which

removes

distortion and adds punch to source material. This corrects over- processed CDs, so common in today's contemporary music.
• Psychoacoustic Composite Embedder allows up to 140% audio peaks in stereo, within 100% total modulation. This creates
about 3dB extra treble headroom. • Selectable patch points for convenient auditioning of the audio signal at any point of
the processing chain without affecting listeners • Separate processing for FM and HD- 1 and (optional) HD 2 and HD 3
•Revolutionary built-in, fully independent encoding and processing for Internet streams of FM analog, Primary Digital (HD- 1) and (Optional)
Secondary (HD- 2) and Tertiary ( HD- 3). Supports encoding to MP3 ( Mpeg-1 Layer 3), MP2 (Mpeg-1 Layer 2), MC, HE-MC (including
RTSP/3G for streaming to mobile phones), Ogg Vorbis, WMA and WMA Pro. • ROS encoder, dynamically updatable • HTTP push support
for automation, such as dynamic ROS and streaming song titles, preset recall. • Studio Output with very low latency for talent monitoring.

AND MORE.
www.omniaaudio.com

Radio never sleeps. Neither do we. We're here for you, anytime, with free round-the-clock, 24/7 technical support. Call + 1-216-622-0247
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Control Genset Speed Inexpensively
Governors America Makes Actuators
That Will Fit Almost Any Fuel Delivery System

A

Ian Shea is an SBE-certified engineer working with HCJB. He
recalls us mentioning aUPS that is not

I

Alan has installed them in just acouple
of hours, most of that spent in wiring.
The GAC ADC100 actuator for
Stanadyne pumps is approximately

$290. A magnetic pickup for speed
sensing off the flywheel ring gear is
around $70.
A completed new pump is shown in
Fig. 2.
Governors America makes actuators
that will fit almost any fuel delivery
system, diesel or gaseous. A caveat is

May 18, 2011

that Alan has worked only with diesel generators; he doesn't have experience with their systems for gaseous
fuels. However, GAC can give you good
advice on the best route to integrate an
actuator on your genset.
The controller with which Alan has
the most experience is the ESD5500E
(approximately $300), which appears
to be one of the most popular. It's
only about $ 100 more than the low-end
ESD2100 or ESD2200. It has more

WORKBENCH
by John Bisset

Read more Workbench articles online at radioworld.com

frequency-sensitive, though costly. That
earlier Workbench article concluded
with the statement that we can't all
afford computer-controlled generators.
Alan says these are more affordable
than most people think. He has installed
anumber of speed controllers and actuators from Governors America Corp.
(www.governors-america.com) over the
last decade and has been pleased not
only with the quality but their reasonable cost.
If your diesel genset uses one of the
most common Stanadyne injection fuel
pumps, seen in Fig. 1, you can install
an electronic governor for around $650.

Fig. 2: This one has the fuel- shutoff solenoid replaced with aGAC
Fig. 1: A standard genset fuel pump.

governor actuator for speed control.

Get Competitive.

DAVID IV FM/HD Radi6 Broadcast Processor
The new benchmark for performance, usability and value.

1

1NOVONICS
BROADCAST

(d

2011, Inovonics Inc. Delivery scheduled for 3rd quarter 2011.

EVALUATION UNITS AVAILABLE
www.inovonicsbroadcast.com
1-800-733-0552
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that they are ideal for retrofit or upgrading an older control system on an existing genset. Fig. 3 shows the electronic
governor controllers, and Fig. 4 shows
the control panel.
Radio World contributor Mark
Persons adds that many gensets need
this kind of control. However, that is
just half of the equation. The other part
is cleanliness of the power delivered by
the generator. You hope for 6percent or
less harmonic distortion of the generated waveform, but some gensets put
out something that looks like a tilted
square wave. This is bad news for any

Fig. 3: Wiring to the governor controllers is straightforward.
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UPS units connected to it.
Alan Shea, CSRE, CBNT, N2UDV can
be reached at ashea@hcjbtech.org. Mark
Persons of MM. Persons and Associates
Inc. is at tekiemwpersons.com.

rharles

"Buc" Fitch, P.E., likes to
rehabilitate vintage equipment. He
recently worked on aCollins 900 Series
FM modulation monitor.
The device, built as only a Collins
could be built, has several laudable
assets including measuring just about
every necessary and desirable factor in
(continued on page 22)

We're Ready For CAP
(so you can be, too)

Fig 4: The Inteligen control panel after
installation.

flexibility for dynamics adjustments,
speed-ramping to minimize smoke and
pollution and an auxiliary input for
speed adjustment or synchronizing if
you want to add that feature later.
He's used both and prefers the
dynamic adjustments of the 5500E, but
the 2200 works fine for tight budget
installations.
Alan has been working for three years
with Liberia's Radio ELWA ("Eternal
Love Winning Africa"). He has used
the ESD5500E on three of their gensets.
Alan has watched it hold the speed to
within one RPM despite avarying load
and parallel operation.
Alan adds that generators are critical
in Liberia; there has been no commercial electricity in the country since the
infrastructure was destroyed by war in
1990!
A key element to the multi-genset
project is the InteliGen genset controller.
Alan learned about this device from
the folks at GAC. The InteliGen, made
in the Czech Republic by ComAp
(www.comap.cz or www.conulplic.com),
provides genset control, monitoring and
logging, along with automatic startup,
synchronizing, load-sharing and shutdown of parallel gensets. For standby
installations, as found in the United
States, the InteliGen can back-synchronize to the utility for no-break transfer
of power.
A basic standby controller, the
InteliLite AMF, is about $600; the
InteliCompact NT for synchronizing to
utility power is alittle over twice that.
A benefit to the InteliGen product is

New EAS Rules
Comply by September 30, 2011

Questions?
914-872-4069

When you use the Sage Digital ENDEC to
meet the new FCC EAS rules for CAP, you
also receive an interface to:
•AES/EBU Digital Audio
•LAN/Internet for Web browser control and
monitoring, network time, email
•Satellite receivers and Internet for CAP
•Text via CG, RDS, HD Radio
•Free downloadable upgrade to the final
version of CAP 1.2
The Digital ENDEC is a drop- in replacement
for the classic ENDEC, but new users love it
too.
The Sage Digital ENDEC - your one- box
solution for CAP and EAS.
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Sage Alerting Systems, Inc
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800 Westchester Avenue, Suite 641N, Rye Brook, NY 10573
Phone 914 872 4069
info@sagealertingsystems.com

www.sagealertingsystems.com
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It's a good bet
there's not a single
person in America,
who's listened to
the radio in the last
10 years, who
hasn't heard an
Audioarts D-75 radio

13-75

console in action.

D-75 STANDALONE AND D- 75N NETVVDRKAELL UILÀI /-\ L ALIU111 CONSDLES

That's how prevalent
and powerful the
Audioarts D-75 is.
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FLEXIBLE. AFFORDABLE. BUILT TO LAST.
phone 1.252.638-7000 I
www.audioartsengineering.com sales@wheatstone.com
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There has been arumor going around that WheatNet-IP Intelligent Network is more
expensive. Really??? NOT SO! We're here to say categorically - WheatNet-IP Intelligent
Network is NOT more expensive. Some of our components may cost abit more but are
way smarter, can do far more, and eliminate expenses that less intelligent networks still
need. While it's easy for others to make selective comparisons, when you add up all the
costs for your network, WheatNet-IP comes out to just about the same money as the
other guys. No marketing mumbo jumbo about your labor or performance here - we're
talking straight hardware comparisons. Go ahead - configure your network and see.
Of course we DO out- perform them by up to afactor of ten. And we DO save you great
googobs of money by giving you asystem that configures, runs and heals itself... Still,
do afull-network hardware comparison and check it out for yourself! Operators are
standing by...

itoidebt:ja)

THE INTELLIGENT NErVVORKTm
phone 1.252.638-700G WheatNetIP.com 4sales@wheatE.tone.com

IS YOUR AN
Download the FREE white
paper " The Business Case
for the Intelligent Network"
at WheatIP.com

AN INTELLIGENT NETWORK?
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Why IPv6 Matters to Your Station
Broadcasters Need to Be Aware of the
Implications of aLooming Revolution

ICOMMENTARY

whereby adevice is able to connect to
and use both IPv4 and IPv6 networks at
the same time.

BY GLENN DAVIES
The author is broadcast technical
writer for Tieline Technology.
Since 1981, IPv4 has been the predominant Internet Protocol (IP) architecture and it is currently the foundation
for most Internet communications.
However, the exponential growth
of the Internet has created the need
for many more IP addresses than IPv4
is capable of providing. As a result,
IPv6 infrastructure is about to become
avery hot topic, as it solves the Internet
address shortage and delivers other benefits to broadcasters.
Internet address allocation is managed by the Internet Assigned Numbers
Authority ( IANA) and earlier this
year they allocated the last remaining IPv4 addresses to Regional Internet
Registration (RIRs) authorities around
the world. These RIRs allocate addresses to Internet Service Providers ( ISPs),
who in turn allocate them to their customers.
ADDRESS EXHAUSTION
The first RIRs have already started to
run out of IPv4 addresses, and once they
are totally exhausted, this finite resource
officially will become a commodity
that current owners will need to maintain and manage as IPv6 infrastructure
becomes more prevalent.
IPv6 will deliver many billions of
new addresses; even though IPv4 essentially will be legacy technology, it will
not be going away anytime soon. While
this is good news for IPv4-compatible
devices, the bad news is that the IPv4
and IPv6 Internet infrastructures will
not just work together seamlessly.
Although they both use the same
physical network, they are for all intents
and purposes different Internets; an
IPv4-only device will not talk to an
IPv6-only device. As for the question of
how long support for IPv4 will remain,
this is unknown and depends entirely
upon how long it is commercially viable
for suppliers and users to maintain both
infrastructures.
During the transition period it will
be necessary for IP codecs and other IP
devices to connect over both IPv4 and
IPv6 infrastructure, or they will not be
able to connect seamlessly across the
entire Internet. This can be achieved
with "dual stack" IPv4/v6 compatibility,

BENEFITS FOR BROADCASTERS
IPv6 delivers simpler networking,
enhanced security and almost unlimited numbers of IP addresses. These
110....orieree.reaoP40., ,

packet delivery across networks, IPv6
has a traffic-class field within packet
headers allowing users to prioritize data
packets based on their importance. This
has obvious benefits for broadcasters
who rely on uninterrupted data flows to
maintain continuity of audio and video.
Multicasting in IPv6 is performed
differently compared to IPv4.
In IPv4 specific multicast routers are
required to send multicast IP packets
over IP networks. In IPv6 the addressing
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The Internet Society has declared June 8 'World IPv6 Day.' Organizations Like
Google and Facebook will offer content over IPv6 for a24- hour 'test flight.'
advantages eventually will revolutionize
broadcasting over the Internet using IP.
From a networking perspective, the
design of IPv6 infrastructure potentially
allows all IP addresses to be public.
How visible each node is to the Internet
is at a network administrator's discretion. This provides the ability to create
end-to-end IP connections without the
need for network address translation
(NAT), whereas with IPv4, NAT is
required to connect devices with private IP addresses on private local area
networks (LANs) to other devices on
public networks like the Internet.
IPv6 has in-built mobility provisions
that will facilitate the expansion and
support of "roaming" IP devices like
audio codecs. This means it won't matter where in the world adevice goes, it
can be contacted using the same global
IP address.
IPv6 will therefore make it extremely easy to establish codec connections
and removes the need for NAT routing
workarounds, which have often taken
up significant IT administrator support
time and costs within organizations.
IPv6 also has Quality of Service
(QoS) support built into it. Whereas
IPv4 generally delivers "best effort" IP

scheme inherently caters for multicast
packet routing at different levels —
from local multicast links through to
global. This is facilitated by embedding
rendezvous point addresses in an IPv6
multicast group address, which simplifies the deployment of inter-domain

WORKBENCH
(continued from page 19)
the FM stereo signal.
Besides the dried-out capacitor
problem you'll find in any gear that
runs 24/7 in ahot rack, this unit had a
unique issue involving stability of the
pulse forming and counting section.
The designers used 2N3638A transistors in this section; though they are
garden-variety NPN silicon transistors similar to the 2N2222, they are
supposed to be centered on 30 HFE.
It appears that this is actually anearcritical value. Buc had to go through a
quantity of NPN transistors of various
numbers until he found four that were
near 30 HFE. This finally got the circuits to calm down.

solutions.
As aresult, multicasting will become
increasingly useful as ascalable, localized method of disseminating audio
streams without the bandwidth restrictions of multiple-unicast transmissions.
From a security perspective, unique
IPv6 addresses allow more finely tuned
IP security without NAT traversal
issues, as well as end-to-end authentication and identification of IP devices.
Currently security features like firewalls
generally are managed at the network
level and we may see agreater focus on
security at the node, or individual device
level, as end-to-end IPv6 connections
become more prevalent.
SUMMARY
With IPv4 addresses nearing exhaustion and the world moving inexorably
towards IPv6 as the dominant Internet
infrastructure, IP audio codecs and other
devices must adapt to operate in both
IPv4 and IPv6 worlds.
Over time, IP audio codecs in particular will require connectivity to a
wide array of IPv6 endpoints. These
endpoints will include local, national
and international media contributors and
syndicated stations.
Perhaps the biggest driver in the
expansion of IPv6 infrastructure will be
the proliferation of new wireless devices
over the next few years and their use of
IPv6 addresses. This will ensure IPv6
infrastructure spreads rapidly to support
burgeoning numbers of new devices.
Broadcasters will need to keep pace
with these changes to support interconnections to both IPv4 and IPv6 hardware. Tieline Bridge-IT and the upcoming Genie STL and distribution codecs
are the first to support both architectures.
Comment on this or any article. Write
to radioworlde nbmedia.com.

It turns out that acouple of components in this circuit area are "handselected on the test line," so the circuit
is actually as critical as it appears.
This discovery reminds us of the
only snag in restoring older test equipment: Test/monitoring gear is useless
if it is not accurate and stable.
Reach Buc Fitch at fitchpee
comcast.net.
John Bisset marked his 40th year
in radio in broadcasting recently. He
works for Tieline Technology and is a
past recipient of the SBE's Educator
of the Year Award. Reach him at
johnpbissetegmail.com or (603) 4725282. Faxed submissions can be sent
to (603) 472-4944.
Submissions for this column are
encouraged and qualify for SBE
recertification credit.

WHERE GREAT
RADIO BEGINS
The New Harris® FIexivaTM FM Transmitter
The Harris e' FlexivaTM FM solid-state transmit:et family provides
today's broadcaster wth atransmitter platform capable of analog
and digital operation Incorporating field- proven Harris technology,,
the Flexiva family of products delivers world-class performance,
reliability and quality
Flexiva is designed for low- and high- power -equirements, up to
20 kW, while utilizing the most compact design on the market today.
Flexiva continues the legacy of the hignly succassful line of
Harris FM transmitters and combines innovative', new Quad- mode
RF amplification ano software- defined exciter technology to take FM
transmission to the -iext leve'.
Featuring Harris PowerSmart® technology in its transmitter
architecture, the Flexiva line offers unmatched efficiency that
makes it ideal for all FM applications and delivers adramatic
increase in power density, lower operating costs, servicability and
reduced cost of ownership over the life of the transmitter.

Learn more at www.broadcast.harris.com or ( 800) 622-0022.
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harris.corn
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'B' Is for Beta (and Broadcasting)
Is the FCC's Website Design an Indication of
More Marginalization of Broadcasting?
BY HARRY COLE
The FCC is in the process of revamping its website. The top of its homepage at www.fcc.gov features abanner
announcing "anew FCC.gov." Click on
that banner and you get transported to
the beta version of the new website.

II COLESLAW
Itook that trip recently. Here are my
initial observations.
The color? It's blue. Very blue.
That's not bad, mind you. Our law
firm overhauled its website last year.
We went with blue, too. I'm willing to
assume that the FCC liked our look.
The feel of the new site? Streamlined,
sleek, definitely designed to create an
impression without providing a lot of
detail.
The utility of the changes, from the
perspective of a broadcast-related professional looking for matters of interest
and/or use to broadcasters? None.
As redesigned, the FCC's website
seems directed to the unknowing-but-

If you have those pages boolcmarked,
you needn't worry about the redesigned
aspects of the FCC's website. (Note,
though, that the commission is in the
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the planning stage, probably won't be
ready for beta testing for ayear or more.)
Even if you haven't bookmarked the
old online filing pages, you can get to
them from the redesigned front page.
From the "Business & Legal" link —
one of four menu selections at the top

curious web-surfer who accidentally
happens by, or perhaps the earnest "consume?' who has heard vaguely of the
FCC but has no real idea of what it does.
'GET INVOLVED'
Much like ahigh school club soliciting participation, the new homepage
alone provides three separate buttons
inviting visitors to "Take Action" or
"Discuss" or "Get Involved."
The redesigned site definitely is not
directed at the broadcast licensee (or its
lawyer) who has specific business, or
maybe a specific question, relating to
some actual FCC rule, policy or action.
The redesign relegates the more prosaic
aspects of the FCC's business to the
back room, largely out of sight of the
occasional passerby.
As a practical matter, certain nittygritty elements of the site don't appear
to have changed at all: CDBS, ECFS,
ULS, ASR, Daily Digest — all systems that most, if not all, broadcasters
use regularly — are still there, looking
and working as they have looked and
worked in the past.

process of overhauling its online licensing systems to consolidate CDBS and
ULS into a single all-encompassing
licensing portal. Those changes, still in

Meet the best recording
microphone ever. Enjoy an
unbelievable sound. Experience
ausability you've never seen before.
7

f:

SCMS call 800-438-6040

YELLOWTEC

of the page — select "online filing"
from the drop-down, and scroll through
the online filing options. For the Daily
Digest, click on the "Business & Legal"
itself and scroll down the list.
Iunderstand that the commission's
"New Media Team," which is spearheading the redesign, may be planning
to retool the back-end pages that haven't
been touched so far in the process. In
other words, the FCC's website is still a
work in progress.
Even so, a couple of things seem
clear from the changes that have been
implemented so far.
MISSING ON PAGE 1
First, the importance of broadcasting
in the overall range of FCC regulatory
responsibilities has shrunk. Icould find
no reference at all to broadcasting rules,
regulations or policies on the front page.
That page does include a "Features"
section providing links to video presentations by various FCC representatives.
One of the six "Features" choices is
labeled "Media & Marketplace," which
suggests that it might involve broadcasting (since broadcasting falls within the
jurisdiction of the Media Bureau).
But when Iclicked on that option,
I found myself watching a video by
the chairman about "The Broadband
Economy: A New Land of Opportunity."
Next to the video were anumber of links
to "Related Information" and "Related
Guides and Help" — none of which ref-
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erenced broadcasting (except for the link
to the commission's proposal to repurpose TV spectrum for broadband use, not
exactly abroadcast-friendly topic).
If you click on the "What We Do"
link, part of a drop-down menu that
appears when you click on the "The
FCC" menu selection at the top of the
page, you'll find nary a word about
broadcasting.
In fact, the word "broadcasting"
isn't even included in the new "FCC
Encyclopedia." By contrast, the "B" listings include "Broadband Acceleration"
and "Body Tissue Dielectric Parameters."
Presumably the encyclopedia is still
being developed; but wouldn't you think
"broadcasting" would have been included from the get-go?

GM JOURNAL
And as far as comments and observations from the public are concerned, what
purpose do — or can — they serve? FCC
policy, after all, is not determined by
a majority vote of some portion of the
public, like "American Idol." Rather, the
commissioners are expected to assess the
various factual, legal and political arguments and resolve them as amajority of
the commissioners see best.
Encouraging public participation in
FCC proceedings is not in and of itself
a bad idea. But such participation can
be counterproductive if it serves only
to add noise or static or clutter without

radioworld.com IRADIOVVORLD

helpful substantive contributions. And
the potential for such noise/static/clutter
has increased by orders of magnitude as
aresult of Internet-based commenting.
As we have often seen — in, say, the
indecency context — the Internet makes
it easy to generate hundreds of thousands
of submissions overnight. Is each of
those submissions deserving of analysis
and consideration? I'm guessing not. But
if they make it in the door, somebody's
still got to read them, if only to determine
that they can be ignored.
And if they all do warrant attention,
how can the FCC's staff be expected to

find the time necessary for such analysis and consideration? And if the commission does not have the resources to
devote such analysis and consideration,
why encourage the public to submit comments that can't be fully considered?
One final observation about the redesigned website. Change is unsettling
because it disrupts our established ways.
Ipolled my law firm colleagues about
the FCC's site, and the vast majority of
responses could be summed up as "if it
ain't broke, don't fix it."
The old FCC website has plenty of
(continued an page 26)
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The redesigned
site definitely is not
directed to the broadcast
licensee ( or its lawyer)
who has specific
business relating to
some actual FCC rule,
policy or action.
•
' vtEVENT 5800
I was able to get to a page that
describes the Media Bureau's activities
... in fewer than 40 words. That page
provides no links to the Audio or Video
Divisions.
The overwhelming impression is that
broadcasting is of extremely limited
importance on the redesigned site and,
possibly, to the FCC itself.

High Capacity Bidirectional STL
Up to Nine Uncompressed Stereo Feeds

STARLINK Ti
Digital Linear Uncompressed STL/TSL
for Tl/E1 Circuits and Microwave Links

CHIP IN HERE
What is important? Blogs by FCC
personnel, apparently. And comments
from the public. There appears to be
heavy emphasis on providing plenty of
opportunity for everybody to chip in his/
her two cents' worth.
But that raises a question. While
many of the views expressed in the blog
and comment sections may be interesting, how exactly do they contribute to
the FCC's functioning?
Perhaps FCC officials may, in their
blogs, explain or interpret rules and
policies in a way that was lacking in
the official announcement of those rules
and policies — but if that's the case,
wouldn't it be more desirable (and legally more reliable) to devote more time
to getting those official announcements
correct and user-friendly in the first
place?

Moseley has tamed the primitive STL jungle and become the world leader in the technology, depLgn
and manufacturing of digital studio transmitter links. Moseley, the first to bring atotally transparent
digital uncompressed STL to the broadcast industry, continues that same innovative thinking today.
Don't monkey around with your on- air sound. Call the digital STL experts today.
Bill Gould [ 978) 373-6303

I Dave Chancey [ 805] 968-9621 ext.213
www.moseleysp.com
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Big D Country: Localized Internet Radio
'Most Internet Stations Are Just Jul<?boxes,
But IWanted to Be of Service to the Community'
BY KEN DEUTSCH
His life would make an amusing reality show.
Alan McCall runs a locally-focused
Internet-only radio station from his
home in Tallahassee, Fla. His responsibilities include programming the country music, ad sales, Web page management, obtaining and disseminating
updated traffic, weather and the community calendar, buying equipment and
providing janitorial services.
In his spare time he is building anew
studio in atrailer on his property, and he
broadcasts six live shows a week, with
his own records. If he didn't need to
sleep, he would probably also wake up
in the middle of the night and sign on as
"Johnny Midnight."
"When I was young I started collecting country records, and Istill have
every one of them," said McCall. "At
age 12 I won a record from a local
radio station, WMEN(AM), and when I
picked up my prize in person Iwas fascinated by the station. Seeing the control
room, Icould never get radio out of my
mind again."
His music collection expanded greatly when a veteran local broadcaster,
Erwin O'Conner, passed along his entire
record repository dating back to 1948,
on the condition that McCall "preserve
it and keep it on the air."
On Nov. 4, 2009, "Big D Country"
went online. Within a few months the
station had some 16,000 hits.
"I added Facebook and Twitter
links," said McCall. "Most Internet stations are just jukeboxes, but Iwanted
to be of service to the community with

news and information out there."
And that he is doing. Weather comes
from the localized capability of www.
weather.com. Updated traffic comes
from the city of Tallahassee via Twitter
and press releases. Leon County's communication office provides road closure
information outside of Tallahassee's
city limits, and Florida Highway Patrol
gives him real-time accident reports
and road blockage updates. McCall also
encourages Tallahassee listeners to send
him event announcements via e-mail.
The station streams all day; McCall
is on the air live weekdays from 7to 11
a.m. He also hosts "Music of New Life"
featuring contemporary Christian music,
Sundays at 7:30 a.m.
IT'S AFAMILY AFFAM
McCall's background is terrestrial
commercial radio, handling air work and
programming. He toiled at several stations prior to starting " Big D Country."
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including the magical one from which
he won that record as achild.
"When I was station manager of
WCVC(AM),
I helped
double the billing over five
years," he said. "It was a
day-timer and we had a lot
of preachers on the air."
In 2000 McCall married
ateacher named Marianne.
"She puts up with my

"Many of my hopes have already
been realized," she said. "The station
has a large listener base and is selfsustaining. The programming is excellent and has avery good response, and
Alan loves his work. My one remaining
desire is that we could achieve amodest
income in its operations."
And how large is that listening base?
"It's unscientific," said Alan McCall.
"I got areport from Live365, our streaming host, which tells us that 1,536 people
think Big D Country is good enough
to save as a preset. Overall there are

Alan McCall

STATION SERVICES
Sound Ideas
for Building Businessern
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Sell Rodio?

Join the crowd.
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ATTENTION PROVIDERS: Promote your services to Radio World's readers.
For information on affordable advertising call David
at 212-378-0400 ext. 511 or email dcarson@nbmedia.com.

The air studio includes aRadioShack mixer, Numark and RCA CD players, RCA cassette deck, AKG mics, Gemini turntables, Behringer mixer to feed the stream to the
computer, Creative Sound Blaster card, Hewlett-Packard computer with RealPlayer
for MP3 playback, LG streaming computer and Studio365-Live software for live
broadcasting. A new Arrakis console is pending. Production includes aCetec/Sparta
console and Spotmaster cart machines.
radio bug. And now she and my parents
are on the board of directors of Delta
Star Radio of Florida Inc., anon-profit
corporation."
Radio World asked Marianne for her
thoughts on the fledgling station.

FCC.GOV
(contmued from page 25)
quirks and clunkiness and less-thanuser-friendly attributes. But we got
used to it. It's kind of like that funky
old hardware store that's been around
since your grandfather's time. You've
gone there for years and you know
where to look among the crowded
aisles for the snow shovels or weed
killer or light bulbs, even if there are
no directional signs or apparent organization to the way things are laid out.

329 country stations to choose from on
Live365 and we are ranked number 25."
McCall said that some advertisers
and potential advertisers care about ratings, and some do not.
"It's always an uphill battle getting

The FCC's new design may be an
effort to instill afundamentally different organization in the system. That
might be helpful. Let's not ignore that.
But the new design might also be
one more indication of the increasing
marginalization of broadcasting in the
FCC's eyes. Regrettably, the beta test
version does nothing to discourage
such thinking.
Harry Cole is amember of the law
firm of Fletcher, Heald & Hildreth,
and a long-time contributor to Radio
World.

_
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sponsors," he said. "As far as what
we pitch, we're trying to make local
Internet radio something alot of people
can pick up at work. Most of the AM
and FM stations can't penetrate the big
buildings in town. People have to deliberately find us online and we just hope
they like what we're doing."
JUST DO IT!
McCall has not sought the counsel of
aradio consultant, but we talked to Jon
Holiday, who provides this service professionally from his Denver base.
"If I was advising his station, I'd
suggest utilizing available social networking tools as much as possible," he
said. "This would include maintaining
a database of fans, sending periodic
e-mail blasts and perhaps even marketing the site with localized banner ads on
the Internet and on smart phones. Does

Thestation sboard: Marianne, Alan, Gail and Dan McCall

with cataracts and is legally blind.
"One program director told me that
since Icouldn't see the control board,
Iwould never make it as ajock," said
McCall. "Ilearned that board in half an
hour. I've always loved radio. Iguess
I was bitten by the radio bug and it
appears to be terminal."
To check out "Big D Country," visit
www.bigdcountry.com, or www.live365.
comIstationsialanmccall.
Ken Deutsch, too, was fascinated
by radio at ayoung age. (He says that
period was known to archaeologists as
"The Bronze Age.")

Ask us about FORUM!

The best month we
had, we made $700.
The worst month, we
made nothing.
—Alan McCall

he have a mobile app available? If he
did, his station would be so much more
available."
Holiday also questioned whether the
morning hours are the best time for
McCall to go live.
"What do his listeners want at that
time? Most of them are pretty busy,
but McCall could conduct some brief
research polls online to learn more about
his audience," Holiday said. "And by
the way, since he is trying to reach the
local market, why isn't 'Tallahassee' in
his URL?"
Holiday correctly surmised that
McCall is part of the vast majority of
small broadcasters, terrestrial and otherwise, who are under-capitalized.
"He doesn't have alot of money or
time, so Ithink rather than look at his
business model in the traditional sense
of abroadcast station, Ithink if it were
me, you know what? I'd totally embrace
new media and blaze anew trail. What
does he have to lose?"
As this is being written, McCall is
moving his equipment from his home
into atrailer parked near his house that
will provide more space for his record
collection and studio facility.
It may not be well-known among his
listeners, but Alan McCall was born

VISIT US AT
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Our customers asked us.fr adigital, powerful, versatile, yet simple product
to replace aialog mixers still found in many broadcast studios. FORUM offers
just that — a •:cmpact m:xeo with an unprecedented set of features, extremely
simple to install and confgure and with avery intuitive and agile operation.
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Learn the Art of Successful E-Letters
Want aFree Critique? Send Me Your
Recent E- letter and IPromise aResponse
BY MARK LAPIDUS
I unsubscribed from two e-letters
today — and come to think of it, I
received three others that Idid not open.
Ican tell by looking at back-end statistics that my behavior is not unique.
E-mail newsletters can still be avaluable tool for radio stations, but considering how long they've been around, it's
remarkable how few are executed well.
If you don't have an e-mail tool set
that enables you to look at your actual
delivery, "unsubscribes" and open rate,
you — like many in the industry — are
totally guessing at what your recipients
want and how they want it.
Please permit me to offer standards
you should consider to improve your
performance.
MORE THAN JUST JUNK
The question of the day is this: Does
the person who creates your e-letter
understand the difference between content, marketing and advertising?
Content is information, pictures or
video that informs and/or entertains
the subscriber. Content is the primary
reason that one of your radio listeners
or web users has signed up to receive an
e-letter from you.
Your e-letter reader wants to be
amused, learn avaluable fact or receive
stimulation. It's rare that marketing or
advertising can accomplish this mission;
and that is why it's vital to pay attention
to the balance of content vs. the other
two elements.
Many people — including your readers — do not even see the difference
between marketing and advertising. To
many consumers, both marketing and
advertising are considered junk mail.
A marketing message for your station
typically will promote tune-in, an event,
an appearance or acontest. Many station
employees confuse the marketing message with real content. This is because
they are too invested in the product to
see, for example, that amessage about
tune-in, regardless of its purpose or high
appeal, is indeed pure marketing — and
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reader to open the piece. When the
subject line consists of your station call
letters and the name of the e-letter ("96
Rock's What's Happening"), you are
not giving the recipient areason to look
further. You've got less than two seconds to convince them it's worth aclick.
"Kenny Chesney Talks About Charlie
Sheen," "Has Brittney Gained Weight
Again?" or "Dallas Cowboy Cheerleader
Pics" have achance at getting action.
What with Facebook, Twitter and

PROMO

POWER
Mark Lapidus

part of your extended family.
Before pressing "send" on your next
so for many readers is yet another waste
e-letter,
remember also to double-check
of space.
for localism.
This doesn't mean you should ban
If the e-letter you're sending would
the marketing message in e-letters. It
work just as well in another city as in
does mean that the space it occupies
yours, your e-letter producer has failed
should be relatively small, and that
in his mission to support your station's
whenever possible, the message should
authenticity and relevance.
be related to the content, the sole purWant a free critique? Send me a
pose of which — remember — is to
recent e-letter and Ipromise aresponse.
inform and entertain the reader.
The only thing Iask in return is that you
Advertising is an element that
sells a product or a service
other than your station.
Hopefully your sales
REASONS PEOPLE UNSUBSCRIBE
department has actually sold this space
1"
)
FROM PERMISSION EMAILS
to aclient such as a
Emails came too frequently
4
car dealer, furniture
store or local event
promoter.
The content became repetitive or boring over time
9,
Here's the kicker: This space, just
I
receive too many emails and needed
Li7o/
like marketing space,
to get off some companies' lists
must be tightly conThe content wasn't relevant
trolled in an e-letter.
to me from the start
When it isn't, you
are asking for trouble,
I
prefer to seek out information instead
because your consumof having companies push it to me
ers did not sign up
to receive ads from
.UVe Isigned up for aone-time offer
you. They will tolerate them when
My circumstances changed (i.e.,
they're of reamoved, married, changed job, etc.)
sonable size and
surrounded by
I
switched to another company that
provided better information
great content. If,
however, you send
I
found I
could get the information another
stand-alone
ads,
way (e.g., via blogs. Facebook. etc.)
you are doomed.
It's an extremely
Interactive marketing firm ExactTarget (
www.exacttarget.com) recently published a study about how
rare
advertising
consumers wish to interact with brands through e-mail, Facebook and Twitter. Frequency and content
offer that will sway
considerations topped the list of reasons to unsubscribe from e-maits.
people who have
signed up to receive
agree in advance to recommit to crowntext messaging, are e- letters still worth
content.
ing your content king.
the effort?
(If they sign up for advertising disThe author is president of LapiYes, especially when they are comcounts such as Groupon, Living Social
dus Media. Contact: marklapiduse
bined with the other social arenas to
or some other coupon vendor, that is an
verizon.net.
make your listeners feel like they are
entirely different animal.)
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A promotion director who worked
for me once sent out a stand-alone ad
for what she thought was agreat product: half off alarge cup of coffee from
that company Jerry Seinfeld refers to as
"Fourbucks." Within two hours she had
20,000 unsubscribes. Why? Because
people had subscribed to that station's
e-letter to get entertaining information,
not ads, or even coupons!

HOW TO

CONTRIBUTE FREELANCE ARTICLES:
E-mail radioworld@nbmedia.com and
request our Writer's Guidelines.

SEND A LETTER TO THE EDITOR:
E-mail radioworld@nbmedia.com with

GET INFORMATION ABOUT ADVERTISING:

"Letter to the Editor" in the subject field.

Download amedia kit including editorial

Please include issue date.

calendar at radioworld.com/advertise.
shtml.

CHANGE YOUR MAILING ADDRESS:

AREASON TO OPEN
Now on to the most neglected aspect
of the e-letter: the subject line.
This is your one shot at getting a

Visit radioworld.com, click on the sub-

PURCHASE REPRINTS OF ARTICLES:

scription button and follow instructions to

E-mail Caroline Freeland at cfreeland@

change asubscription address.

nbmedia.com.
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Why do Axia consoles do phones best?
(Hint: who's your daddy?)

Other consoles treat phones like an afterthought. But Axia's parent company is Telos, so
phones are part of our DNA. Consider our Element AolP console, and the Telos VX broadcast
VolP phone system. Both amazing on their own. But when you connect them — magic.
Total integration, so talent can run complex talkshows without taking their hands off the
board. Effortless. A dedicated hybrid for each caller, each assigned to its own fader, with
automatic mix- minus and talkback. Painless hookup via CAT- 5 — no extra I/O or logic
connections required. An all- digital path for crystal-clear caller audio, even from cell phones.
That's the Telos connection. And only Axia gets it. Axia: the console that talks Telos.

.India. a member., th, h.!".

ILS I 'mi.. ..`al I . 111 rj.eld,

axiaaudio.com
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Resource for Radio On- Air. Production and Recording

Call It Home Sweet Studio
Modern Technology Increasingly Makes
A Home Studio Possible and Affordable
BY VALERIE GELLER
As aradio broadcast consultant, one
of the best parts of my job is coaching
air talent.

IFACILITY
PROFILE
Lately a lot of them are working
from home. And since broadcasters are
creative wherever they are, it's been fun
(and an eye-opener) to have achance to
work with many of them in their home
studios.
If you've been around long enough,
you may remember the old days. That's
when home studios were installed by stations at great cost — to increase broadcast options for the talent. The studio-inyour-house allowed TV meteorologists
to do live weather reports for morning
drive and pregnant hosts on bed rest (or
otherwise unable to get into work) or
those ready to retire to broadcast from
home. Management could easily "extend
the franchise" if certain personalities
could work from their golf condos.
But now, as Lee Harris, president
of Harris Media and morning anchor
of New York City's 1010 WINS(AM)
puts it, " It's absurd how easy and inex-

pensive home studios are, especially if
you remember when the closest thing to
aradio station computer was aSchafer
800 automation system with clacking
relays and thumbwheels for sequencing
the events."
With proliferating connection options
and the decreasing price of quality
sound and video equipment, broadcasters are turning bedrooms, garages,
even tree houses into air-worthy studios. Do-it-yourself home studios can
produce state-of-the-art audio with a
laptop, digital recorder, a mixer and
a couple of good microphones. But if
you're a broadcast engineer and you
haven't already been asked, it's likely
that someday soon, somebody will ask
you for help with his or her home studio.
So here's apeek behind the not-sosoundproof doors of three air personalities with home studios that work for
them
STU WIVU
Barbara Blake, owner of Citizen
Planet Productions, has broadcast
for Los Angeles station KTWV(FM)
and San Francisco's KKJZ(AM) and
KKSF(FM) for more than 15 years. For
much of that time, she has also voicetracked for other stations outside her
home market.

Materials to Control Sound
and Eliminate NoiseTM

Absorbers, Diffusers, Barriers and Vibration Control Materials
Web Site

www.acousticsfirst.com
Toll Free: 1-888-765-2900

Her take: "Until recently, ' home studio' meant black egg crate foam soundproofing, a decent mic and a Mackie
board — enough for voice-tracks, spots
and voiceovers. Under the headphones

FtADIOWORLD
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She added: "Here's how Idressed the
studio for her close-up: mineral wool
board and eight feet of soundproofing
sheets, sheathed with fabric, installed
inside and outside the closet area; aceiling rod track holds sound sheets. Those
expanded my workspace by 20 square
feet! An antique desk and shelving on

j

Barbara Blake's home studio shows her personal touch.
Icould hear aplane coming in and just
waited until it passed.
"Then Idecided to fulfill my dream
of being an online broadcast entrepreneur. Now, a large room with views
of the Pacific Ocean is dedicated to
my business. It's a visually enticing,
broadcast-quality space, reflecting my
personality and aesthetic."
Part of that environment includes
Blake's three cats, who understand the
meaning of "Quiet!" and like to hang
out in her studio.
Blake set up her studio with design
help from professionals. That really paid
off, she said.
"My collaboration with engineer Ali
Sater of CBS L.A. was a joy. Once
I knew what I wanted, the Internet
and craigslist saved me 30-40 percent
on everything — except that Manley
Reference Cardioid Mic Istill lust for.
"I love my Avalon 737 preamp,
with ( Audio-Technica) AT4050 and
Sennheiser MKH 416 shotgun mics. On
phone interviews, Iuse the JK Audio
innkeeper 1
x, for remote interviews,
a Marantz PMD660 portable digital
recorder and aSennheiser 416 mic. It's
all run through aMackie 1402-VLZ Pro
board to my PC. Iuse aPC for recording
and editing."

either side of ahydraulic chair accommodate more gear."
But like any contemporary broadcaster, Blake had to develop an
Internet presence. She said: "I use a
Mac for Web design and graphics.
SmoothJazzSundayBrunch.com is my
initial project, with more to come."
MONEY-MAKER
Lee Harris has turned his home studio into money-maker.
"Since Ido morning drive, occasionally spots come in later in the day. My
home studio allows me to turn it, and
anything else that comes down the pipe,
around in pretty short order, with sound
as good as Iget at the station."
His description of the operation:
"My Manhattan apartment studio-in-acloset consists of a mic, a Shure USB
A/D converter and aMacbook Pro running the new Mac version of (Adobe)
Audition, replacing Pro Tools. Iset it
up as needed, and break it down when
I'm done. Iuse my iPad for reading
scripts, and do post-production outside
the closet on aPC running Audition."
As with most any broadcast endeavor, the microphone gets the most attention.
(continued on page 32)
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IMARKETPLACE
WEE RECORDER: Olympus
Imaging America has a new digital
handheld recorder, the LS-7. It is
described as a " pocket" recorder
and at 4.4 inches and
3 ounces, it fits that
description. In that
diminutive footprint it
carries 4 GB of internal memory, supplementable by a microSD
card slot.
Recording tops out

OCTA-BUSSY: Roland offers
the Octa-Capture, an eight-channel
Interesting features include
onboard Lexicon effects, BSS graphic
EQs, parametric EQ, compressors,
delays and gates.
Faders and pots have lighting fea-

at the

MIX MAGIC: A new line of small
mixers is available from Soundcraft.
Derived from the larger Si consoles,
the rackmountable
Si Compact
series
includes
16-, 24- and
32- input
models.

Info: www.rolandus.com

NOBSHOW -

A FREE WEBINAR
COMING TO A DESKTOP NEAR YOU.

and racks solutions" company Chief
Manufacturing is enjoying the fruits of

Chief also announced the
RackBuilder on-line rack configuration
tool.
Info: www.chiefmfg.com

Octa-Capture also has four soft
mixers onboard. An auto-sensing app

A lite version of the Cakewalk
Sonar DAW/music creation platform
ships with Octa-Capture in addition to
aselection of digital soft synths and
plug- ins. Compatible with Windows
and Mac. Price: $ 699.

YOU MIGHT HAVE iffe:44,ed

CHIEF OF THE RACK: "Mounts

Features of the racks include steel
construction, SurgeX surge suppressors
and filtered fans.

-iMi!'zr. !I
«

TH 1NOS

carrying case and strap are also
included. Price: $ 199.
Info: www.olympusamerica.com

includes a rear rack rail and integrated
tie points as well.

Sample rates are 44.1, 48 and 96
kHz for all channels. A sample rate of
192 kHz can be achieved across four
channels.

Info: www.soundcraft.corn

Operations are monitored via a
small LCD screen. Two AAA batteries
power the operation. A 2.0 USB port
allows off-loading of files. The LS-7
ships with Olympus' Sonority basic file
managing and editing. A windscreen,

Si Raxxess Series racks are shipping.
The El is afully-assembled rack while
the Si is a buyer-assemble rack. The El

and MIDI I/O is included as well.

Prices: Si Compact 16 - $ 6,999;
Si Compact 24 - $ 8,999; Si Compact
32 - $ 10,999.

A low-cut filter, limiter and peak LED
are featured.

rietriass series

4.

power. Channels 1and
2are Hi-Z inputs. S/PDIF

protocols.

format, is included. A
pair of stereo mics are
onboard or an external mic can be
plugged in via a 1/8- inch mini input.

CHIEF*

called Auto-Sens offers automated
level sensing if needed.

USB input device. Each
channel has acombo
jack ( 1/4- inch and XLR)
input and 48V phantom

tures. A full-color touchscreen allows
for control of the mixer. Option cards
allow for a number of networking

at 24-bit/96 kHz with
choices of PCM ( uncompressed), WAV, MP3 and
WMV. A one/two-second
prerecording buffer,
depending on recording

its acquisition
of rack specialist Raxxess.
The El and
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12:00 PM NOON EDT

Not everyone has the time and resources
available to see everything presented at the
annual NAB Show in Las Vegas. Yet, keeping
up with the news and significant technology
introductions is vital to your job and career. We
can help.
Join us for aFREE executive briefing on the
25 Things You Might Have Missed at the NAB
Show. The Radio World editorial team traveled
the sessions and exhibit floors of the Las Vegas
Convention Center to find the people, news
and technology certain to have an impact on
radio broadcasting and station operations
throughout the coming year and beyond.

With Radio World's
Paul McLane, Leslie Stimson
and Brett Moss

Brought to you by:

fi> GUDEWORLD

TO REGISTER FREE, VISIT: http://radioworld.comiwebinars/9/
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HOME STUDIO

ambience.
"I did worry when Ihosted one Fourth of July for
KIRO. My neighbors go nuts with firecrackers. But
KIRO's main studios are about ablock from the base
of Seattle's fireworks, so my home studio was actually
quieter than what Icould hear in the talkback."
Another fringe benefit when you build ahome studio for someone: improved respect and understanding
of what your engineering department does every day.
Adds Ryder, "Now, I'm much more careful where Iput
my coffee cup."

(continued from page 30)

"My microphones include a Neumann U 87, EV
RE27, RCA 77DX and an Audio-Technica AT2020
USB mic. Iswitch between them depending on the projects. The RCA runs through aPreSonus tube preamp,
but I'm looking for something alittle more vintage. On
the road Irecord on my iPad using the AT2020 running
into the Apple iPad Camera Connection kit. It works
well with apodcasting app called 'Caster. —
BUDGET-CONSCIOUS
Content creator and radio personality Tun Ryder
owns Shebops Productions. She produces her
"Exception to the Rule" feature for CBS Radio news
from her home studio.
Under ahanging dinosaur (agift from alistener), she
broadcasts there for stations like KIRO(AM) Seattle,
WMAL(AM) Washington and WLS(AM/FM) Chicago

Lee Harris and his closet- based home studio.

IMARKETPLACE

Tun iRyder's home studio looks comfortable and has
its own go fer.
— visited frequently by her German Shepherd, Sasha.
"Since Iwork via ISDN, my most necessary ingredient is aTelos Zephyr codec. Ilike to have two of
everything. You never want to say, ' Sorry, technical
difficulties."
Ryder's San Francisco studio was built by friends
she's known since her high school radio station days.
Michael Englehaupt, head of broadcast engineering at
KPIX(TV), and Tom Demos, owner of Portland Media
Monitor, helped with a "shopping list."
"I had to remind them my budget was smaller than
a ' real' station's."
For engineering troubleshooting, Ryder said,
"Tom's virtually networked to my computer, so for
questions Ivirtually ' show' him the problem using
online schematics."
One of the challenges of a home studio is soundproofing.
Ryder said, "My studio's sound isolation is good,
not perfect. But, at ' Free FM' here, we had a huge
window overlooking amajor thoroughfare. Whenever a
truck climbed the hill outside, you could hear it. Years
ago, that would have been unacceptable. Now, it adds
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SPLITSVILLE: There was atime when apiece of
equipment like a16channel mic splitter would be
dismissed by radio personnel as something for the
live sound, installation or TV guys. And no doubt
many still think that way.
However, in the day
when radio stations have
to think about video, Web
presence, social media and
where to get additional
value-added content to
populate the Web page,
maybe amic splitter to
handle instudio or remote live productions might
not be so farfetched.
If you are of that mind, Australia's ARX, handled
in the U.S. by Olsen Audio Group, has anew
16-channel mic splitter available. The rackmounted
MSX 48 is straightforward, it's amic splitter after
all. Each of the 16 channels has athree-way split
available to it.
It's passive and utilizes transformer isolation
throughout to keep those pesky buzzes at bay.
The MSX 48 also offers 25pin D-sub outs using
TASCAM's multichannel wiring scheme. The steel
chassis, designed for rock roadies, should stand up
to whatever radio can throw at it. Price: $2,095.
Info: www.a .xamerica.com
IMPORTANT IMPORT:

Symetrix recently
added ahelpful feature to its AirTools 2line of
voice processors: single preset importation. flow
users can import and sneakernet specific presets
between AirTools 2processors rather than having
to move whole preset collection files.
Mark Ullrich, senior technical sales engineer,

CAREFUL!
Of course nothing is ever perfect and there is such
athing as getting too comfortable when you broadcast
from home.
A cautionary tale is the story of one former weekend
program host at KGO(AM) in San Francisco. He liked
to use a wireless microphone headset for his shows
and wander through his house while on the air or during breaks. Unfortunately, there's no "on air" light in
your kitchen, and acareless phrase meant for the host's
producer went over the airwaves, costing him his job.
The author is a broadcast consultant, speaker,
workshop leader and talent coach. Her book "Beyond
Powelful Radio — A Communicator's Guide to the
Internet Age" is available from Focal Press. Contact
her at valerie@gellermedia.com.

Symetrix, explained: " Station managers can
move the entire device file of one AirTools Voice
Processor 2x to another unit, but more specific
transfers involving individual presets were not yet

possible ... There may be situations where voice
talent moves among various studios. With this latest software release, station managers can copy
individual presets from one unit and move them to
other units without overwriting other device file
settings such as dynamic processing or EQ."
The feature is asoftware upgrade, available at
the Web site.
Info: www.symetrix.com

THE BLACK BOX RETURNS:

If there ever
was such athing as amagic audio " black box"
— where sounds sent in come out sounding way
better — it is the original Aphex Aural Exciter,
as it appeared in 1975. Send amushy recording
through, twirl the knob, watch the jaws drop at
the clean, snappy sound coming out.
The Aural Exciter and its permutations were so
good (and in demand) that it didn't take long for
it to migrate from the recording studio into the
broadcast studio (once Aphex manufactured units
for purchase, that is).
Now the software digital processing wizards at
Waves have added the Aphex Vintage Aural Exciter
to their list of cool retro processing tools. The Waves plug-in was
— WAVES —
APHEX
modeled on, according to Waves,
VINTAGE
AURAL.
"one of two prototype tube-powEXCITER
ered units developed by Aphex
during the mid-'70s." Prices:
Native $250; Pro Tools TOM $ 500.
Info: www.waves.com
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Broadband Internet is
everywhere. Which makes it
ideal for live remotes.
Unfortunately, the internet is
also notoriously erratic.
Even if you're lucky enough
to get agood connection,
it might deteriorate during
your show. So you dial back
the bitrate, sacrificing sound
quality to play it safe.
There is abetter way.

Telos is the trusted World Leader
in single- line hybrids and multi- line
phone systems.

Meet the amazing new
Z/IP ONE codec.
Telos and Fraunhofer collaborated
to develop aunique coding
algorithm that adapts
to changing network conoitions
on- the- fly.
If your connection quality
drops, the Z/IP ONE uses error
concealment, elastic buffers,
and bitrate adjustments
to keep audio flowing at
maximum quality.

The 2/IP ONE now makes it
possible to use the internet
for great sounding remotes.
The convenience of the Internet.
The sound of Telos.

AUDIO INETWORKS

www.telos-systems.com

ZEPHYR IP & ISDN CODECS

STREAMING AUDIO

With more than 20,000 in daily
use around the world, Zephyr is The Best

Hardware and software products
for processing, encoding and
streaming your audio content.

Way to Hear from Everywhere.

AUDIO LOGGING

PC Software for archiving
and logging all of your
stations audio.
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WHO'SBUYINGWHAT
Pax et Bonum Inc.. licensee of noncorn station WOPG(FM) in Albany,
N.Y., went on the air with a Catholic
format in 2010. It broadcasts from a
former microwave tower on amountaintop between Cherry Valley and Sharon
Springs, N.Y., and has studios in the St.
Stanislaus School in Amsterdam.
Equipment includes a Propagation
Systems Inc. directional antenna,
Broadcast
Electronics
transmitter, CBS Volumax (!), dbx compressor, Sage EAS unit with Sony receivers, ZaraStudio automation software.
Dell computers for automation, M-Audio
sound cards, Sine Systems remote monitoring and control, APC UPS, Traxis
DBS 3800 satellite receiver and Ramsey
tone detector. Studios use MXL mics,
Dell computers with M-Audio sound
cards and aMackie mixer. ...
KPCC(FM) in Pasadena, Calif., purchased aHarris Intraplex Synchrocast 3
system, using it to extend FM service to a
larger audience. The purchase was made
through dealer SCMS.
"KPCC has synchronized their main
site on Mt. Wilson with a new booster
site located on Magic Mountain overlooking Santa Clarita Valley and apotential 400,000 new listeners," said Doug
Tharp of SCMS.
Because there are no phone lines at the
Magic Mountain site, the station chose
Exalt 5.8 GHz TDM radios to extend the
conventional T1 from Verizon to Magic
Mountain Peak. The station airs at 89.3
MHz. ...
Diversified Systems recently com-

is using aHarris IntrapLex
Synchrocast 3system. Chief Engineer
of Southern California Public Radio
Lance Harper is shown.
KPCC

pleted work at the City University of
New York for the audio/visual integration of Lehman College's 28,000-squarefoot multimedia center. The facility
serves as the center for the production
of audio, video and data on the Lehman
campus, other CUNY campuses and
other Bronx institutions. The new facility
consists of a computerized multimedia
control station (head end), broadcast and
production studios, editing facilities and
ateleconference center.
Additional systems include satellite
downlink and uplink dishes, IP distribution console, interactive classrooms and
distance learning rooms. Key hardware
included Sony, Evertz., Euphonix, RTS
and Apple gear. ...
Jampro Antennas won a contract
to supply All India Radio (AIR) with
approximately a dozen RCCC Constant

Impedance FM Bandpass Combiners and
patching systems. It said the combiners
will be installed at stations throughout
the country. Jampro President Alex M.
Perchevitch made the announcement.
All India Radio is a national service
operated by Prasar Bharati Broadcasting
Corp. of India. The network consists
of 237 broadcasting centers with 149
medium-frequency, 54 high-frequency
and 177 FM transmitters. ...
Axia Audio listed several educational broadcasters that have purchased the
company's IP consoles and routers.
They include Lindenwood University's KCLC(FM) in St. Charles, Mo.; St.
Olaf College's KSTO(FM) in Northfield,
Minn.; and Southern Illinois University's
WSIE(FM) in Edwardsville, Ill. The
company's Clark Novak said approximately 60 U.S. colleges and universities
now use Axia.
Separately, Axia said Perth's 96FM,
aFairfax Media station, is using its systems. Greg Hateley is chief engineer.
Three studios were outfitted with Axia
Element 2.0 consoles and studio engines,
plus associated audio nodes and accessory software. The sale and installation
were performed by the dealer AVC.
Digital Alert Systems said Townsquare Media is deploying DASDEC-II
emergency messaging platforms across
its radio stations. The group owns about
170 stations in 36 cities.
Norman Philips is vice president of
engineering for Townsquare Media. "We
also plan to interface the DASDEC system with our NexGen automation system,
apairing that will allow the EAS to run
automatically without interrupting music
or for stop sets," he told the supplier.

EAS equipment is part of this gear rack
at Townsquare Media.
Townsquare is installing 63 DASRADR
models to cover its markets. Each has
three integrated AM/FM/WX radio
receivers. LP! and LP2 stations will have
separate DASDEC units. MultiStation-2
or MultiStation-5 software will facilitate
cluster operation and redundancy.
Separately, TV group owner Belo
Corp. standardized on Digital Alert
Systems EAS gear. Belo will use the
DASDEC-II digital EAS/CAP encoder/
decoder across its broadcast stations, integrating it with Belo's BTi workflow system. At facilities managing more than one
broadcast station or channel, Belo will
use Digital Alert Systems' MultiStation
software as well. ...
Adelante Media Group selected WO
Traffic from WideOrbit for its 21 radio
stations and three television stations in
nine media markets.
Send news of notable projects or sales
to radioworld@nbmedia.com.

PRODUCTS sg( SERVICES SHOWCASE
ADVANCED WATTCHMAN
MONITOR/ALARM
_
.
•Dual- port Forward and Reflected
Analog/Digita. Power Monitor
•Network Interface for Setup,
Monitoring, Afesrts and Datalogging
•Audible, Visual and email Alerts
with Failsafe Operation
•Bright Fluorescerit Display of
Forward and Relected Power
•Two Year Limited Warranty

Reach Radio Professionals!
For more information, including rates &

o

deadlines, call David at
212-378-0400
ext. 511.
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ROADCAST EUIPMENT EXCHANGE

Submit your listings to: dcarson@nbmedia.com

CONSULTANTS

lay COUNTRY BROADCAST EQUIPMENT

BUY - SELL - TRADE
Your # 1 Source
For Quality Used Radio Broadcast Equipment

• M. I!c1 .... 1I
..... And

OWL ENGINEERING. INC.

•

•C.o.,.

651-784-7445

•AWFM/NCE Applications

EVANS
ENGINEERING
SOLUTIONS

•IIt:

5844 Hemline Ave. N., Shoreview, MN 55126

View The Latest List Online at: http://www.baycountry.com
Or call and we will fax it to you.
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Toll Free: 877-722-1031 • FAX 443-596-0212 • E-mail: saleseaycountry.com

Fax ( 651)784-7541

ACOUSTICS

Acoustics First
MI WI RUSE MU MIMSTD11-tree
Number:

888.
785.
2900

www.Acousticerstann
ANTENNAS/
TOWERS/CABLES
WANT TO SELL
FCC COMPLIANCE

TOWER SIGNS

AM & FM Tower Signs
Tower Registration Signs
Standard & Custom Designs
Guy Wire Protectors - Antenna Tags

ANTENNA ID PRODUCTS
antennalD@mem.com
Ask for free catalog
610-468-8418
wvnv.antennalD.com

ERI LPX-2E halfwave spaced
antenna w/radomes at 99.1
MHz; buyer arranges pickup or
delivery, BO. JYinger, 810-6944146 x.203.
AUDIO PROCESSING
(INCLUDES ON- AIR)
WANT TO BUY
Teletronix LA-2A's, UREI
LA 3A's & LA-4's, Fairchild
660's & 670's, any Pultec EQ's
& any other old tube compressor/limiters, call after 3PM CST
214 738-7873 or sixtiesradio@
yahoo.com.
AUTOMATION
EQUIPMENT
WANT TO SELL
It's free and it has been
expanded. The only cost is
to keep us informed as to
how the system is performing and let us know how you
are using it. DIY-DJ, is aLinux
based radio automation system
and now sports arecord scheduler (DIY- DJ- RECORDER) which
allows you to schedule the
recording of a network or any
other program for replay later
as well as abasic logging system. Beside these additions the
system schedules music, does

voice tracking (ALWAYS hit the
vocal), create ashell, live assist,
exact time events, join satellite feeds, automated temperature announce, do unattended
remote events and more. Call
(406) 679-0527 or email krws@
digitaldevelopment.net for a
copy today.

kgorrowlens.com

hoologes
Redo inc., la.

" Member AFCCE"

Doug Vernier

Telecommunication Consultants

Since 1948

Broadcast Engineering Consulting
AMIFNUTOLPTV/DTV
Custom mapping service
Frequency searches
Propagation prediction
FCC application preparation

Full Sallee Front edlocttion to
0i:cream AM/I:MilY/Al : X Services.
lickl Work :Antenna and
acilities nasign
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and conulting experience
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912-638-8028
202-393-5133

HEADPHONES/
SPEAKERS/AMPS
WANT TO SELL
RCA BK-1A dynamic nondirectional, brand new in
factory sealed carton with
30 ft. mic cable, $1000. BBarry,
615-889-1960.
WANT TO BUY
RCA 77-DX's & 44-BX's, any
other RCA ribbon mics, on-air
lights, call after 3PM CST, 214
738-7873 or sixtiesradio@
yahoo.com.
MISCELLANEOUS
WANT TO SELL
ROTRON BLOWERS AND PLATE
BLOCKERS, new & rebuilt for Elcorn,
Harris, CC_A, CSI, McMartin. Goodrich
Ent. 11435 Manderson St. Omaha,
NE 68164 402-493-1886
CGoodrich@tcontcom

Email:

BE-AM1A 1kW TX on 1240
Khz, Burk ARC- 16 rem cntrl pkg,
Belar AM M-3 AM mod monitor,
CRL SMP-950 AM stereo processor, CRL SEC-800 spectral
compressor, Howe-Tech 2300A
phase chaser, allan@radioresultsnetwork.com for more info.
WANT TO BUY
Collector wants to buy: old
vintage pro gears, compressor/limiter,
microphone,
mixing consoles, amplifiers, mic preamps, speakers, turntables, EQ working
or not, working transformers (UTC Western Electric),
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2" plastic " spot" reels 6.5
or 8" diameter, as used for
quad video. Wayne, Audio
Village, 760-320-0728 or
audiovIg@gte.net.
Equipment Wanted: obsolete, or out of service broadcast and recording gear, amplifiers, processing, radio or mixing consoles, microphones, etc.
Large lots preferred. Pickup or
shipping can be discussed. 443854-0725 or ajkivi@gmail.com.
I'm looking for San Francisco
radio recordings from the
1920's through the 1980's.
For example newscast, talk
shows, music shows, live band
remotes, etc. Stations like
KGO, KFRC, KSFO, KTAB, KDIA,
KWBR, KSFX, KOBY, KCBS,
KQW, KRE, KTIM, KYA, etc, I
will pay for copies... Feel free to
call me at 925-284-5428 or you
can email me at ronwtamm@
yahoo.com.
Looking for a broadcast
excerpt of a SanFrancisco
Giant's taped off of KSFO
radio from 1959, interviews
with Willie Mays, Dusty Rhodes
& some play by play excerpts,
also features a homerun by

Willie Mays and Felipe Alou
stealing second base, running
time is 18:02, also looking for SF
Giants games and/or highlights
from 1958-1978 also taped off
KSFO Radio. Ron, 925-284-5428
or ronvvtamm@yahoo.com.
Looking for KFRC signoff
radio broadcast from 1930
Andy Potter, running time is
0:22 & also the KLX kitchen
the program guest is Susanne
Caygill, a discussion of women's affairs with along promotion for Caygill's appearance
at a local store. Anne Truax,
Susanne Caygill, running time
is 13:44. Ron, 925-284-5428 or
email ronwtamm@yahoo.com.
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For more

information, ask
David at 212-378-0400

x511

dcarson@nbmedia.com

Uff[I@WORLD

www.v-soft.com

Fairchild, Western Electric,
Langevin,
RCA,
Gates,
Urei, Altec, Pultec, Collins.
Cash - pick up 773-339-9035.
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(800) 743-3684

www.grahambrock.com
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ftware for your PC

WANT TO BUY
Wanted: old analog automation equip, filters and EQ, tube
amps, reel to reel, cart machines
and parts. Pacific NW area. 503493-2983.

(262) 511I-0002

PO. Bus 1130.5140ton. NJ 08053
Tel: ( 856) 98548r" • Fan ( 856)985-8124
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BROADCAST TKHNKAL CONSULTANTS
Serving Broadcasters

Oyer 30 years of erene.rong expertme
FCC sesseseas • Deer, • Field fnaleteerina
tower °Mon.. • Upgrade • Relocation Siudies
AM Directional Array tuning • Proof
Merrovert Mann,

•Allocation and Upgrade Studies • Tower Detuning
•ANSI and NRSC Measurements • Radiation Hazard Evaluation and Measurements
•451 ChrectIonal rrus Demgn. Tun ng and Proof using Method or Moment,

Mahal SOLtlitinal 1IPICY111013

1,11,1•811,- II. Iterg•retge
Iii,I,8118
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•Pre- Purchase Inspections • Intermodulation Studies
7117 Olivia Rd., Baltimore MD 21220

lip

•

Consulting Communications Engineers

Standard Short-tune series.
Bill Cook, 719-687-6357.
Sony MiniDisc rcdr, mdl
MDS-JE-480 or MDS-JE-510,
in gd cond. B Barry, 615-8891960.
STATIONS
WANT TO SELL
AM in Rome/Utica market.
Xlators in KY, IL, and NC
cheap. mraleyObbnmedia.
org.

TAX DEDUCTIBLE
EQUIPMENT
Donations
Needed:
All
Volunteer, Non-profit Low
Power community radios stations need Equipment. Will
offer tax deduction letter, You
determine donation value, We
will pay shipping. Equipment
shared
between
three
Wisconsin stations. Looking for
Mics, Mixers, field equipment,
etc. You name it. Email: Dan@
WIECradio.org.

DISTRIBUTOR
DIRECTORY

Looking for KTIM FM radio
shows from 1981-1984 if
possible unscoped. R Tamm,
925-284-5428 or ronwtamm@
yahoo.com.

would be glad to help you with any of your requirements.

RECORDING &
PLAYBACK HARDWARE

CORNELL-DUBILIER
MICA CAPACITORS

The following distributors serving the broadcast industry

FROM STOCK

WANT TO BUY
Large or small collections of
16" transcriptions or 12" transcriptions, not commercial LPs.
Bill Cook, 719-687-6357.

JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS
FROM STOCK

HIGH ENERGY CERAMIC
CAPACFTORS

SURCOM ASSOCIATES

9674 U Camino Heal, Suite K
Carlsbad, California 92008
(760) 438-4420 Fax: ( 7601438-4759
e-mail
4e•uittnn coin welt w.w.surrontcoin

Schnader telescriptions 16
mm musical films produced in
the early 50 s. Bill Cook, 719687-6357.
RENTAL EQUIPMENT

''OFF THE AIR? NEED TO RENT? CALL US!
Test Equipment Field Strength Meters,
Codecs, SIL ( IP and 950), FM Transmitters,
Processors, Remote gear and more!

1-800-438-6040
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www.scmsinc.com

BROADCAST EUIPMENT EXCHANGE
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Rebuilt Power Tubes 1/2 the cost of New!

CONC
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Tel: 800-532-6626 Web: www.econco.com
Intl + 1-530-662-7553 Fax: + 1-530-666-7760
TUBES

TRANSMITTERS/EXCITERS/TRANSLATORS

C Electronics

Serving the Broadcast industry Since 1978
Transmitters and Broadcast Equipment for Radio 23! Television
Used FM Transmitters
250

Watt

2007

3.5+1.75
4
14+5
20
25
25
35

KW HD 2007
KW
2007
KW HD 2005
KW
2005
KW
1986
KW
2033
KW
1998

Crown FM2507, with internal stereo
generatoi and tri band processor,
solid state.
BE FMi301, solid state
BE FM4C. solid state
BE Fmi1405 ( XPi10 & Idi10), solid state
BE FM20S, solid state
Harris FIVI25K, solid state IPA
Harris HT25CD
Continental 816R-5C,
solid-state IPA

Please visit our website,
www.fmamtv.com, for additional listings.

°4'? eybck

To Order 1-800-881-2374 • Outsde US (
352)592-7800 • Se Habla Espanol

Conti/wed/ (fret, on.ie...3
111).

10 KW
2005 Harris DX10
10 KW
1986Nautel Ampfet-ND10
50 KW
2000 Nautel XL60
Please see our website for acurrent listings

Rit

Exciters & Miscellaneous Eauioment
'New' 30W Synthesized exciters
2008) BE FM100C exciter, new, never used!
BE FXi250 FM & HD exciter with ENGINE card
BE XPi 10, HD Generator
Bird Wattmeter with Elements
Orban Optimods 8200, 8100XT, 8100A
BE FC30. SCA Generator

Tubes
NEW & REBUILT
RPU. MOSFETS. VACUUM CAPACITORS. SOCKETS

Pro-Tek °

crown BrORDCRST

'Jsed AM Transmitters

An Lute, natIonal 1)Istribtwor of RF Coniponents

RF PARTS CO.
Se Habla Español

EIMAC • TAYLOR • SVETLANA
New & Rebuilt Tubes - Same Day Shipping
Motorola • Toshiba • SGS • Thomson & Mitsubishi Semiconductors

00-737-2787

New TV Transmitters- Analog and

Digital
OMB, Pineapple and Technalogix
VHF and UHF
TV Antennas
(10 W to 10 KW)
TV STL

800-441-8454 • 215-938-7304 • FAX* + 1-215-938-7361
www.fmamtv.com • E-mail: transcomefmamtv.corn
4

We Export

Buying used equipment?
Selling used equipment?

You're in the
right pimal

ISO 9001 Certified
The Choice of Successful
Broadcasters Since 1934

NEW POWER TUBES
Triodes
Tetrodes
Pentodes
NEW SOCKETS &
REPLACEMENT PARTS

760-744-0700

Worldwide Availability

www. rfp arts. co m

Made in U.S.A.

FOR THE BEST PRICE

& 24 Hr service on transmitting tubes &
lockets/ports, new & rebuilt coil Goodrich
Ent. at 402-493-1886 day or night,
www.goodrichenterprises.com.

CALL 800-414-8823
Int'l (650) 592-1221
Fax ( 650) 592-9988
Visit our Web Site at
www.eimac.com
J*r

WANT TO SELL
CCA AM 10,000 D — Call John
KOSS 928-595-0263 between
10 & 6PM Pacific Time.
Harris xmtr w/Digit exciter,
configured for 3 phase 208V
power, in service since 1998,
xlnt cond, any spare parts including an unused rebuilt final, incl,
$18500; buyer arranges pickup
or delivery. 1Yinger, 810-6944146 x.203.

FCC Certified

SPACE IS AVAILABLE

CALL NOW

Fri Stereo Transmitter

V SOW RF output, continuous duty!
V Auto protect with auto soft fail &
auto restore!
V Automatic battery backup!
V Digital display of all parameters
V Perfect for LPFM. Translators,
as well as stand-alone exciters
wanv.romseyelectronics.com
›ers"b

ripm5ey

800-446-2295
In Our 36th Year!

SPACE IS AVAILABLE
Call David
212-378-0400 ext. 511

=
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POSITIONS WANTED
Are you a small market station needing a good nuts &
bolts engineer in the Los Angeles area? Iwill make your station shine! CET, fully FCC Licensed. Available for Full/Part-time/
Contract work. Available immediately. Mitchell Rakoff, 917324-8466 mitchellrakoff@yahoo.com.
Extremely
talk show
respondent,
or samples.
show.com.

knowledgeable and articulate racing writer/
host Adam Amick is available for shows, corfeatures, etc. Check out www.bleacherreportcom
Call 214-384-5812 or email: adam@rubbinsracing-

Extremely technical savvy with AudioNideo, strong digital s2kills. Notable On-Air Personality and Production abilities. Management and leadership experience. Very organized.
Steven, 817-600-6152 or solo76116@attnet.

Notable, news/sports delivery and writing skills, good onair show content, and prep. Diligent, focused and motivated.
Outgoing, positive, fun and witty. Richard, 469-364-1119 or
bigrichjags77@gmail.com.
Extremely proficient in Language Arts, multi-lingual English/
Chinese/Japanese. Notable Digital/Production, VO Talent and
Copywriting abilities. Strong on-air/news delivery/show prep.
Versatile broadcaster. Clarence Nelson II, 817-386-5700 or
shanghei22@yahoo.com.
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Iam writing to commend Radio World on its recent
article about Norman Corwin. Apart from being aconcise and accurate portrayal, Vic Cox demonstrated his
own wordsmith chops with aplomb.
Condensing anyone's lifetime into one article is

Michael James Kacey
Los Angeles

READ HIS LETTERS

no easy task, but to distill the essence of Corwin and
present it so effortlessly is remarkable. Like Corwin,
Cox's article delights the reader with its intelligence
and grace.
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Acoustics First Corp
AEQ, SA
Axia - Alelos Company
Broadcasters General Store
BSI
BSW
Coaxial Dynamics
Comrex Corporation
Digigram
Digital Alert Systems
ERI
Grace Broadcast Sales
Hams Corporation
Henry Engineering
Inovonics Inc
JK Audio
Moseley Associates
Nautel Ltd.
Omnia - ATeins Company
Sage Alerting Systems
lelos Systems - ILS Corp.
Tieline Technology
Wheatstone Corporation
Yellovvtec
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Norman Corwin is still passionate about freedom and
democracy. Read his books, listen to his radio plays
and see if you don't find him contagious!
His website is www.normancorwin.com, which Inow
oversee. My personal effort to have him honored with
a Congressional Gold Medal or Presidential Medal of
Freedom can be found at www.poellaureateofradio.com.

THE POET DESERVES LAURELS

Never has such a great American so carelessly
and easily been forgotten. Mention the name Norman
Corwin to 10 people you consider knowledgeable persons. See how many blank stares you receive in return.
It's not their fault really. America moved on from
dramatic radio plays and away from programs about
ideals. Artful, playful arrangements of language were
reduced to ad copy.
The article provides a wonderful introduction to
Corwin and his best shows: "The Plot to Overthrow
Christmas," "Mary and the Fairy," "They Fly Through
the Air With the Greatest of Ease" and of course the
legendary "We Hold These Truths" (the Bill of Rights
four-network broadcast) and "On aNote of Triumph."
He was given 26 consecutive weeks to write, direct
and produce for "The Columbia Workshop" in 1941.
Under the title "Twenty-Six by Corwin," he wrote anew
show every week for six months. He varied his topics
and styles as it suited him; one week might be acomedy
or satire, another week perhaps amusical or soliloquy,
another week apoetic drama, and so on. His output was
tremendous and his quality was amazingly high.
In his landmark hour-long show "On a Note of
Triumph," broadcast on V-E Day and repeated again
eight days later, Corwin asked the big questions, not
the least of which was "What do we do now?" Norman

Ma

What a pleasure it is to get each issue of Radio
World as it looks at the future, present and especially the past of radio — such as Vic Cox's visit with
Norman Corwin.
Norman Corwin, richt, with actor Glenn Ford.
Corwin knew that peace was afragile commodity and
warned Americans that they would have to be vigilant
and be willing to pass up the sports page to read the
front-page headlines instead. "Peace is never granted
outright," he wrote. "It is lent and leased."
Ultimately Corwin proved too liberal for the Cold
War era. Although he still worked, he was successfully, in my opinion, removed from the national stage.
Corwin was Listed in the notorious smear pamphlet
"Red Channels" and accused of being a Communist
on the floor of the U.S. Senate by Sen. Pat McCarran.
Here was the man chosen to create the prestigious
four-network Bill of Rights program in 1941 now
being marginalized as asubversive less than adecade
later. The fact that Corwin was never aCommunist or
Socialist did not matter. For atrue believer in America,
it had to hurt.
I have interviewed him for a documentary film
called "Radio Changed America," examining the cultural and historic impact of the medium. In doing
research on this project Ihave become afan and ardent
lover of this man and his words. At 100 years of age

rh's listing e, provideJ for thc convenience

As it happens, last week I snagged a copy of
"Norman Corwin's Letters" (published 1994) at the
Goodwill thrift store. What makes it even more enjoyable is the juxtaposition of its contents with the technology of today.
For instance, his letters often include a return
address. Igo to Google Maps and insert the location.
Lo and behold, so that's where Mr. Corwin was living in early 1941, just a little west of Central Park.
And what's this? Properties available at that address:
one bedroom, one bath, amere $949,000. Too much?
There's arental for only $3,300 amonth.
Iknow this doesn't take away New Yorkers' breaths,
but it sure does for those of us in Texas. And it might
even have the same effect on Mr. Corwin now; for in a
1947 letter he complains of Hollywood rents of $250 to
$650, pushing him and his wife to buy ahouse "overlooking Burbank" that is "exactly 11 minutes from
KNX" (when it was on Sunset near Vine).
As much fun as this is with satellite and street views,
I'd still trade an evening of Internet surfing for tuning
in awell-done new drama or comedy on my radio.
Bob Cockrum
Lubbock, Texas
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Radio World accumeo liability foi inacnincy.
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www.coaxial.com
wwwcomrex.com
www.digigram.com
www.digitalalertsystums.com
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Radio World is my
trustworthy source for
all things relating to the
industry love. It's a
daily part of my life.
Rick Brancadora
President/CEO/GM
LifeRadio1020
W188,4GE FM @ 94.3
Ocean City, N.J.
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OPINION
NO ISSUE WITH
THIS ISSUE

HE DX'S DIGITAL TV
I've been reading with much interest the various comments
on DX'ing.
In Lincoln, Neb., when Iwas younger, Icould always get
WLS and WBBM out of Chicago, KAAY Little Rock, Ark.
("Beaker Street"), KOMA out of Oklahoma City and occasionally WOAI out of San Antonio. Obviously I'm arock ' n' roller.
My greatest conquest was getting WCFL out of Chicago, one
night only. Iknew they blew their 50 kW straight into the lake.
1111111e
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To be able to pick up KOMA

1520 kHz consistently night after
night was incredible.
—sieve Kafka

Now IDX digital TV signals. Ihave ahome-brew antenna,
astandard UHF loop connected to two lengths of 36- inch wire
connected to a300 ohm-to-75 ohm adapter (typical cable TV
type) into aRCA STB7766C converter box. Ihave the antenna
hanging off my apartment blinds with the loop horizontal and
the wires crossed; this seems to work better.
In the morning and overnight I'm getting KVOA Ch. 4, Ch.
6 PBS, KMSB Ch. 1, KOLD Ch. 13 and KTTU Ch. 18 out
of Tucson.
Ch. 6is the most consistent. I'm guessing they run horizontal and vertical polarization.
Ihave noticed — as has another engineer who is chief at
several LPTVs for lease around the country — that DTV stations are going off the air constantly. He attributed this to their
use of tube finals. He said the tubes can't handle the "balls to
the wall" modulation and break down frequently. I've noticed
that the big boys, KPHO, the Pax affiliate, all of them, are
constantly going off the air. The educational station Ch. 8 is
the worst.
He indicated solid-state is the only way to go for DTV transmission for that reason. And it is true that tubes were originally
meant to transmit code.
PS: To be able to pick up KOMA 1520 kHz consistently
night after night was incredible. One engineer told me that if
you build your AM transmitter site near a railroad hub, the
rails will pick up the signal and carry it for hundreds of miles.
Thought your AM readers might like to comment on that trick!
Steve Kafka
Aurora, Neb.

A GATES FOR SALE
The recent stories about the old Gates transmitters have
been interesting — especially since Ihave a pristine 10,000
watt Gates FMS1OH sitting in my basement gathering dust. I
also have some bulbs that go along with it.
If any of your readers are interested in it, they can call me
at (800) 264-5997.
Michael Daugherty
General Manager
KVVVVR(FM)/KXEO(AM)
Mexico, Mo.

We completed reading virtually every column inch —
both editorial and advertising — of your issue of Jan.
12. It is as if at your editorial meeting, during which
you
determined
which
news stories, articles, illustrations,
photographs and commentaries to publish in Vol. 35, No.
2, you asked yourselves, "What would ol'-time broadcaster
Trantow most enjoy in our upcoming issue?"
We first turn to the always thoughtful observations of
Paul McLane in his erudite "From the Editor." We have followed the tenures of many NAB presidents, going back to Hal
Fellows. So we are pleased to learn that Mr. McLane believes,
"Based on early returns, Gordon Smith's personality and style
seem well suited to the task."
Backtracking to page I, we were fascinated with the windpowered KBSJ article by Randy J. Stine. Also on page 1, we
found Leslie Stimson's article about message services for analog AMs of real interest.
On page 12, regarding "Old Cases Protect Fragile Gear" by
John Bisset, we might mention that we use a padded laptop
computer case to carry various items around safely.
While attending American University in the early 1950s,
one of our instructors, Eugene Juster, then general manager of
WRC Washington, devoted two or three classes to studying the
work of Norman Corwin. Vic Cox's article about Mr. Corwin
brought back memories of those long-ago classes and the
programs played for us as examples of superb documentaries
worthy of emulation.
But that's not all.
In reading James E. O'Neal's review of "American Radio
Networks," we, too, are disappointed that the book did not
delve into what could have been an engrossing and intriguing
engineering and technical history of what we used to refer to as
"AT&T Long Lines." As we recall, there were three "classes" of
AT&T lines, A, B and C. We no longer remember the frequency
responses, plus-or-minus X dB, for the different classes of lines.
We also would like to know how AT&T routed and connected
the various network lines from station to station across the country. And we agree that the correct term for interconnected radio
stations is "network." "Web" is aVariety magazine-like term.
Thanks to Mr. O'Neal's informative review, we'll save our $45
for some other far more informative book.
Finally, we are delighted that Radio World published
excerpts from Commissioner Michael J. Copps' speech
at Columbia University. We could not agree more with
Commissioner Copps' recommendations. However, being an
old-school guy, we would suggest license renewals every three
years. (We well recall the work of FCC Commissioners Frieda
Hennock and Wayne Coy, among others.)
Perhaps we should admit — cranky, grumpy, dyspeptic
old curmudgeon that we are — that we regret the virtual
elimination of many of the consequential provisions of the
Communications Act of 1934, as amended, including the 7-7-7
rule. Although serving the "public interest, convenience and
necessity" is mentioned briefly in pages covering AM, FM and
TV stations in the Code of Federal Regulations, 47, Parts 70 to
79, "Telecommunications," the line appears to be ignored by
far too many of today's broadcasters.
Thank you, Radio World, for yet another news-filled and
thought-provoking issue.
Keith Trantow
President
Rawhide Communications
Tucson, Ariz.
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"OP-Xis very functional and easy to use.
One of the best features is the log merge.
On our old system it took minutes and with
OP-Xit takes seconds."
-John O'Dea, Ups Mgr
WNNK-FM, Harrisburg,- PA

Ina

Modular Operation in Op-X allows
for atiered system at afractio
the cost of it's competitors.

DamOgoo

Each studio client is capable
di accessing all Audio Server
modules on the network.
Remote voice- tracking allows
for creation of content for
ranote studios also running
Op- X.
The revolutionary design of
Op- X's clock builder turns the
previous task of scheduling
satellite programming into a
few simple clicks.
Share serial devices from any
nachine using the Op-X Serial
Se ver.
Importing logs now gets its own
nccble that takes confusion out
of the process.
Eng neers will enjoy Op- X
because it's easy to install,
maintain, and has automatic
backup features.
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AUTOMATION
SIMPLE • POWERFUL • REDUNDANT

Not since Axia audio-over-IPwas

introduced to the broadcast industry have we at BGS been so
excited! It is with great enthusiasm we'd like to invite you 10 take
alook at the new Op-X Radio Automation delivery system for
any single or multi-station cluster Op-XS versatility allows it to
operate seamlessly with either Axia IP-Audio networks or legacy
audio consoles.

Broadcasters
General Store
352-622-7700
www.bgs.cc

"With the AirAura, THUNDER sounds more thunderous..."
It's not often that management and engineering are in total agreement. It's even more unusual
when the top dog is aCPA who is the GM AND the CFO. That's Richard T. Morena, Principal of Press
Communications, LLC. He and George M. Kowal, his Assistant Chief Engineer, see eye to eye (or ear to
ear) when it comes to their on- air sound. Press Communications, LLC is located in Arbitron Market # 51
and broadcasts on the simulcast 106.3FM/106.5FM (THUNDER 106) from Atlantic City to NYC. That's
why they've got apair of Vorsis AirAura processors taking care of business at THUNDER 106.
"Sure, WE can hear the difference immediately. But when our LISTENERS call to tell us how great we
sound, we know we're onto something big. With the AirAura, THUNDER sounds more thunderous and
THAT is something that really shakes up our bottom line," says Richard Morena. We LIKE that!"
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Exclusive Vorsis AirAura
Audio Processing Technology:
+AirAura Distortion- Managed Final Clipper
+ Fine Grain Processing
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+Sweet Spot Technology
+Vorsis Bass Management System - v2.0
+Smart Stereo Enhancement

Learn how AirAura can add abit of thunder to your station. Contact Vorsis today and shake up YOUR bottom line.
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'hone 1.252.638-7000 I
vorsis.com I
sales0wheatstone.cont. •

AIRALIRA

DIGITAL AUDIO SPECTRAL PROCESSOR

YOUR ON-AIR SOUND IS ABOUT TO GET AWESOME

